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Abstract

In order to meet the ever-increasing demand for wireless broadband services from fast grow-

ing mobile users, the Long Term Evolution -Advanced (LTE-A) standard has been pro-

posed to effectively improve the system capacity and the spectral efficiency for the fourth-

generation (4G) wireless mobile communications. Many advanced techniques are incorpo-

rated in LTE-A systems to jointly ameliorate system performance, among which Carrier Ag-

gregation (CA) is considered as one of the most promising improvements that has profound

significance even in the upcoming 5G era. Component carriers (CCs) from various portions

of the spectrum are logically concatenated to form a much larger virtual band, resulting in

remarkable boosted system capacity and user data throughput.

However, the unique features of CA have posed many emerging challenges as well as

span-new opportunities on the Radio Resource Management (RRM) in the LTE-A systems.

First, although multi-CC transmission can bring higher throughput, it may incur more inten-

sive interference for each CC and more power consumption for users. Thus the performance

gain of CA under different conditions needs fully evaluating. Besides, as CA offers flexible

CC selection and cross-CC load balancing and scheduling, enhanced RRM strategies should

be designed to further optimize the overall resource utilization. In addition, CA enables the

frequency reuse on a CC resolution, adding another dimension to inter-cell interference man-

agement in heterogeneous networks (HetNets). New interference management mechanisms

should be designed to take the advantage of CA. Last but not least, CA empowers the LTE-A

systems to aggregate the licensed spectrum with the unlicensed spectrum, thus offering a

capacity surge. Yet how to balance the traffic between licensed and unlicensed spectrum and

how to achieve a harmony coexistence with other unlicensed systems are still open issues.

To this end, the dissertation emphasizes on the new functionalities introduced by CA to

optimize the RRM performance in LTE-A systems. The main objectives are four-fold: 1)

to fully evaluate the benefits of CA from different perspectives under different conditions

via both theoretical analysis and simulations; 2) to design cross-layer CC selection, packet

scheduling and power control strategies to optimize the target performance; 3) to analytically
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model the interference of HetNets with CA and propose dynamic interference mitigation

strategies in a CA scenario; and 4) to investigate the impact of LTE transmissions on other

unlicensed systems and develop enhanced RRM mechanisms for harmony coexistence.

To achieve these objectives, we first analyze the benefits of CA via investigating the

user accommodation capabilities of the system in the downlink admission control process.

The LTE-A users with CA capabilities and the legacy LTE users are considered. Analytical

models are developed to derive the maximum number of users that can be admitted into the

system given the user QoS requirements and traffic features. The results show that with only

a slightly higher spectrum utilization, the system can admit as much as twice LTE-A users

than LTE users when the user traffic is bursty. Second, we study the RRM in the single-tier

LTE-A system and propose a cross-layer dynamic CC selection and power control strategy

for uplink CA. Specifically, the uplink power offset effects caused by multi-CC transmis-

sion are considered. An estimation method for user bandwidth allocation is developed and a

combinatorial optimization problem is formulated to improve the user throughput via maxi-

mizing the user power utilization. Third, we explore the interference management problem

in multi-tier HetNets considering the CC-resolution frequency reuse. An analytical model

is devised to capture the randomness behaviors of the femtocells exploiting the stochastic

geometry theory. The interaction between the base stations of different tiers are formulated

into a two-level Stackelberg game, and a backward induction method is exploited to obtain

the Nash equilibrium. Last, we focus on the mechanism design for licensed and unlicensed

spectrum aggregation. An LTE MAC protocol on unlicensed spectrum is developed con-

sidering the coexistence with the Wi-Fi systems. The protocol captures the asynchronous

nature of Wi-Fi transmissions in time-slotted LTE frame structure and strike a tunable trade-

off between LTE and Wi-Fi performance. Analytical analysis is also presented to reveal the

essential relation among different parameters of the two systems.

In summary, the dissertation aims at fully evaluating the benefits of CA in different sce-

narios and making full use of the benefits to develop efficient and effective RRM strategies

for better LTE-Advanced system performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the challenges presented by the ever increasing use of “smart” wireless devices that

require significantly higher spectral resources than conventional cell-phones, providing high

quality of service for mobile applications in a cost-effective manner becomes increasingly

important for operators to meet consumer needs. Towards this end, the International T-

elecommunication Union (ITU) has initiated a global standard initiative - International Mo-

bile Telecommunication - Advanced (IMT-A) for 4G mobile communications in 2007 [1].

IMT-A systems include exciting new capabilities for providing a wide range of telecommuni-

cation services and applications, stressing improved quality of service (QoS) and worldwide

development. To support enhanced user and service demands, peak data rate targets of 100

Mb/s for high mobility and 1 Gb/s for low mobility are established for IMT-A.

In response to ITUs invitation of candidate proposals for IMT-A, the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) started Long Term Evolution -Advanced (LTE-A) in 2008 [2]

which was ratified as an IMT-A technology in November 2010. LTE-A builds upon the

3GPP Release 8/9 specification, known as LTE [3], which is widely accepted as the transi-

tion standard from 3G to 4G. Although LTE systems could provide peak data rates of 300

Mb/s in the downlink (highest capability terminals) and 75 Mb/s in the uplink with scalable

bandwidths of up to 20MHz, the the IMT-A data-rate requirements are still not satisfied.

To fulfill the IMT-A requirements, LTE-Advanced shall support wider bandwidths than LTE
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1. Introduction

(e.g., up to 100 MHz). One approach is to simply extend the transmission bandwidth and

use a single carrier. In practice, such a large portion of continuous spectrum is rarely avail-

able. Carrier aggregation (CA) [4–6], where multiple component carriers (CCs) of smaller

bandwidth are aggregated, is an attractive alternative to increase data rate. Additional advan-

tages are offered by CA in terms of spectrum efficiency, deployment flexibility, backward

compatibility, and more. By aggregating non-contiguous carriers, fragmented spectrum can

be more efficiently utilized. Various deployment scenarios for homogeneous and heteroge-

neous networks are supported by CA with proper utilization of different carriers. With each

CC being LTE compatible, CA allows operators to migrate from LTE to LTE-A while con-

tinuing service to LTE users. Both implementation and specification efforts are minimized

by reusing the LTE design on each of the CCs.

In this section, we will first present a brief overview of the LTE-A systems and the CA

technology. The related works on Radio Resource Management (RRM) in LTE-A systems

with CA are then introduced, in which the existing challenges and problems to be solved are

proposed as part of our research motivations.

1.1 Overview of LTE-A Systems

1.1.1 Architecture of LTE-A Systems

Historically, mobile networks have consisted of a single homogeneous “layer” of macro cells

of broadly uniform size. However, as the density of user equipments (UEs) increases, smaller

cells are needed to deliver sufficient capacity. Since the small cells are introduced in a pre-

existing network of macro cells, the result is a heterogeneous network (HetNet) of macro

and small cells operating at different transmission powers and with different coverage areas.

The HetNet architecture of the LTE-A systems are shown in Fig. 1.1.

The system layout of LTE-A is a HetNet where one macro cell is overlaid with a group

of small cells and relays. A macrocell base station (MBS) in LTE-A systems is called the

2
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Figure 1.1. The Architecture of LTE-A Systems

enhanced NodeB (eNB) since the capability of the base station (BS) is enhanced with R-

RM and part of the mobility management functionalities, which are usually performed in

the radio network controller (RNC) in the 3G cellular radio access network [7]. An addi-

tional functionality is introduced in the LTE-A systems, which configures multiple MBSs to

cooperatively communicate with one cell-edge user for performance improvement [8].

The small BSs (SBSs) operate on the same spectrum with the MBSs and are typically

installed to extend the coverage to indoor areas where outdoor signals do not reach well or

to add network capacity in areas with very dense service usage, e.g., train station. SBSs

can provide high-data-rate services to the users in a small coverage range with relatively

small transmission power, thus being low-cost and easy to be deployed. The small cells are

basically divided into three types, i.e., the microcells, the picocells and the femtocells. The

microcells and picocells are usually deployed by the vendors and has direct backhaul to the

eNBs (MBSs) through wireline, which means the RRM and mobility management of the

picocells are controlled directly by the MBSs. While the femtocell is usually deployed by

the end users and its backhaul to the cellular core network is through the Internet service

providers (ISPs). Thus the femtocells have larger signaling latency and the deployment is

harder to be predicted and controlled by the MBSs. Generally, the transmission range of the
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1. Introduction

microcells is less than 2km. A picocell, on the other hand, is 200m or less, and a femtocell

is on the order of 10m [9]. Besides, relays are deployed to improve the performance of

cell-edge users. Different from the small cells, the backhaul link of the relays is wireless,

meaning that all the control signalings and data flows between relays and the eNB must

be transmitted wirelessly, thus occupying some bandwidth resources of the eNB. However,

compared to the small cells, relays have the lowest deployment cost.

1.1.2 Characteristics of LTE-A Systems

Fulfilling the standard requirements of the IMT-A, LTE-A systems can achieve much higher

system capacity and spectrum efficiency than the LTE systems. Table 1.1 gives a compre-

hensive technical comparisons among LTE, LTE-A and the IMT-A requirements [10].

Items LTE LTE-A IMT-A
Downlink peak rate with CA 300 Mb/s 3 Gb/s 1 Gb/s
Uplink peak rate with MIMO 75 Mb/s 500 Mb/s N/A
Supported bandwidth (MHz) Up to 20 Up to 100 5-20

Radio access technology
Dowlink: OFDMA
Uplink: SC-FDMA

Downlink: OFDMA
Uplink: hybrid OFDMA/SC-FDMA N/A

Downlink spectrum efficiency
(bps/Hz) 16.3 30.6 15

Uplink spectrum efficiency
(bps/hz) 4.3 16.8 6.75

Table 1.1 Technical comparison between LTE and LTE-A with IMT-A requirements

From the table, it can be seen that LTE-A can achieve much higher peak data rate and

spectrum efficiency than LTE and satisfy all the IMT-A requirements. The LTE system

supports scalable bandwidths of up to 20 MHz providing peak data rates of 300 Mb/s in

the downlink (highest capability terminals) and 75 Mb/s in the uplink. However, the LTE

systems still cannot satisfy the IMT-Advanced requirements in peak data rates and spectral

efficiency. To settle this problem, LTE-A exploits CA to combine at most five CCs (i.e.,

LTE carriers), each has a bandwidth of up to 20MHz [11], to aggregate small bandwidth

segments into a wider bandwidth for one transmission, thus enhancing the system capacity

by multiple times. At the same time, more advanced MIMO techniques are adopted in the
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system with more spatial layers (concurrent transmitted information flows) in both downlink

and uplink [10]. Together with the MIMO technique with full spatial multiplexing gain, the

peak data rate of LTE-A can achieve 3Gb/s in downlink and 500 Mb/s in uplink [12].

For the radio access technologies, both LTE-A and LTE adopt the orthogonal frequency

division multiple access (OFDMA) [13] in the downlink; however, in the uplink, LTE adopts

the single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) [13], while LTE-A adopts

hybrid OFDMA/SC-FDMA. The different in the uplink is due to the backward compatibility

in the design of LTE-A systems. Building upon the LTE systems, a LTE-A system must

be designed in such a way that the legacy LTE users who can only use SC-FDMA in the

uplink can operate normally in the system, being compatible with all the additional enhanced

functionalities.

1.2 Carrier Aggregation (CA)

As one of the most momentous techniques in LTE-A, Carrier Aggregation (CA) allows s-

calable bandwidth extension via aggregating multiple smaller band segments, each called a

Component Carrier (CC), into a wider virtual frequency band to transmit at higher rates [14].

The following subsections give a brief introduction on the CA design principles and man-

agement characteristics.

1.2.1 Design Principles

The design of 3GPP LTE-A CA considers various aspects including backward compatibil-

ity, system modification, implementation complexity, and so on with the following design

principles [14].

1. Backward Compatibility - Backward compatibility is critical for LTE-A CA to mi-

grate smoothly from LTE and reuse the LTE design to the most extent. Each CC in

LTE-A is LTE backward compatible, i.e, accessible by the LTE UE. The complete set
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of LTE downlink transmissions are performed on each CC following the LTE physical

procedure and specifications.

2. Minimum Protocol Modifications - From the aspect of user-plane protocols, the CCs

are invisible to the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) and radio link control

(RLC) layers. The multiple CCs are only different data transmission pipes managed

by a single scheduling entity at the medium access control (MAC) layer. Each CC

has its own LTE-compatible hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) processes for

the physical (PHY) layer transmissions. The PHY and MAC design for 3GPP LTE-A

supports up to 5 CCs despite of the CA types.

3. Limited Control Procedure Impact - In the control-plane aspect, radio resource con-

trol (RRC) entity assigns the radio management information from the network to the

UE. At a given time instance, one UE is in either RRC IDLE or RRC CONNECTED

state. One UE can transmit/receive data to/from the network only when it is R-

RC CONNECTED. One RRC IDLE UE shall transit to RRC CONNECTED state by

establishing an RRC connection following the LTE procedure before being able to

transmit on multiple CCs. Hence, LTE-A CA does not change the RRC IDLE proce-

dures; nor does it impact the establishment procedure of an RRC connection.

1.2.2 Characteristics of CA

Types of CA

LTE-A systems support three types of CA: intra-band contiguous CA, intra-band non-contiguous

CA and inter-band CA, as shown in Fig. 1.2. For the first type, all the aggregated CCs are

located within the same frequency band (e.g., the GSM @900MHz) and are contiguous one

by one. The CCs in the second type are also located within the same frequency band but may

not be contiguous to each other. As the CCs of the first two types are both located within

the same band, the radio characteristics (e.g., the channel fading statistics) of each CC can
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CC 1 CC 2 CC n...

CC 1 CC 2 CC n...
(a) Intra-band Contiguous CA

GSM @ 900MHz
f

f

(b) Intra-band Non-Contiguous CA

GSM @ 900MHz

CC 1 CC 2 CC n...
f

(c) Inter-band Non-Contiguous CA

GSM @ 900MHz CDMA @ 1.9GHz

Figure 1.2. Three different CA types.

be considered identical. In the third type, CCs can be located in different frequency bands

(e.g., GSM and CDMA bands), thus having different radio characteristics which should be

carefully considered into the RRM framework for inter-band CA.

Adaptive CC Selection/Configuration

In LTE-A CA, a CC is often referred to as a serving cell and is treated as such by the higher

layer procedures. For frequency-division duplex (FDD), a serving cell comprises a pair of

different carrier frequencies for downlink and uplink transmissions. For time-division duplex

(TDD), a serving cell is defined for a single carrier frequency where downlink and uplink

transmissions occur in different transmission time intervals (TTI). Each UE has a single

serving cell that provides all necessary control information and fuctions, such as mobility

and security information, RRC connection maintenance, etc. This serving cell is referred to

as the primary cell (PCell). Other serving cells are referred to as secondary cells (SCells).

Cell management is the control procedure in layer 3 (i.e., the network layer) enabling

the network to add/remove/change an SCell or to switch the PCell of UE. AN RRC IDLE

UE establishes an RRC connection toward a serving cell, which automatically becomes its

PCell. Depending on the carrier where initial access is performed, different UEs in a CA

system may have different PCells. With the RRC connection on the PCell, the network can
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further configure one or more SCells for UE within the UE CA capability to meet traffic

demands. The necessary information, including system information, of an SCell is conveyed

to the UE via dedicated RRC signaling. Addition, removal, and reconfiguration of SCells to

a UE are also performed via dedicated RRC signaling. The network can further change the

PCell of a UE, for example, to improve the link quality of the PCell on which critical control

information is sent or to provide load balancing among different SCells. PCell change in

CA can only be performed via the handover procedure. PCell change does not necessarily

require UE to switch to single-CC operation. Intra-LTE handover in LTE-A allows the target

PCell to configure one or more SCells for UE to use immediately after handover.

Dynamic CC Activation/Deactivation

Cell activation/deactivation is a mechanism in MAC layer aiming to reduce UE power con-

sumption in CA on top of discontinuous reception (DRX) [15], which is already supported

in LTE Release 8/9. DRX puts UE into power saving mode when the UE is not expected to

receive data from the network. According to network configuration and ongoing HARQ pro-

cesses, UE determines the DRX ON/OFF duration common to all serving cells. To further

reduce UE battery consumption, an SCell in CA can be activated or deactivated [16]. For a

deactivated SCell, UE does not receive any downlink signal; nor does the UE transmit any u-

plink signal. Conversely, for an activated SCell, UE performs normal activities for downlink

reception and uplink transmission. The SCell activation/deactivation is enabled by a combi-

nation of explicit and implicit means where the network can issue an activation/deactivation

command in the form of a MAC control element (CE), or the UE autonomously deactivates

a serving cell upon timer expiry. Serving cell activation/deactivation is performed indepen-

dently for each SCell, allowing UE to be activated only on a necessary set of SCells. Acti-

vation/deactivation is not applicable for the PCell since the functions provided by the PCell

require it to always remain activated when the UE has an RRC connection to the network.
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1.2.3 Spectrum Access in LTE-A Systems with CA

Spectrum Access on CC Resolution

Each BS can dynamically select from a finite set of available CCs. Each MBSs are accessible

to all the available CCs while for the densely deployed SBSs, each node only uses a subset of

available CCs. This is the best configuration for optimizing the system performance as there

is severe interference coupling between those nodes. Notice that by conducting the adaptive

frequency reuse on CC resolution, both data and control channels experience benefits within

a single CC.

Spectrum Access on PRB Resolution

The bandwidth structure of one single CC is shown in Fig. 1.3. As shown in Fig. 1.3, the

···
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for one user

· · ·
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Figure 1.3. Bandwidth structure for LTE-A systems based on OFDMA.

channel bandwidth Bcc
l of the lth CC is up to 20MHz and contains two parts: the guard bands

(GBs) and the transmission bandwidth. As specified in [17], the GBs are set on both sides

of each CC to avoid interference caused by Doppler Shift and Frequency Aliasing Effect in

real systems [18]. No effective data will be transmitted in the GBs. The total percentage of

GBs is denoted as θ. For the lth CC, the transmission bandwidth is divided into Pl PRBs,

each composed of N sc
l continuous subcarriers with bandwidth Bsc

l . The relationship of all
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the above variables is given as

Pl =
(1− θ)Bcc

l

Bsc
l N sc

l

, l = 1, 2, ..., n, (1.1)

where n denotes the number of CCs. The assignment of PRBs for each user is determined

according to the throughput requirement and channel conditions. The interference from

other users in the same cell is ignorable due to the orthogonality of PRBs. For LTE users,

the transmission bandwidth may not be fully utilized as the remaining PRBs in one CC may

not be sufficient to serve any more users. However, for LTE-A users, these unused PRBs in

different CCs could be combined together to jointly serve a user through the CA technique.

In this way, the LTE-A users could achieve higher spectrum usage than the LTE users. In

this work, such PRBs are referred to as semi-usage PRBs.

1.3 RRM Framework for LTE-A Systems with CA

The RRM framework in LTE-A systems within our research scope involves the protocols

and functionalities from layer 3 to layer 1. The overview of the hierarchical user plane and

the corresponding mapping of the most essential RRM functionalities are shown in Fig. 1.4.

1.3.1 Hierarchical User Plane

The left part of Fig. 1.4 shows the user plane of CA within our research scope. Each user

has at least one radio bear, carrying one data flow for the user. Different radio bears have

different QoS provisions for service differentiation. Each radio bearer is associated with one

data packet convergence protocol (PDCP) and radio link control (RLC), which are inherited

from LTE Release 8 [19]. These two protocols perform functionalities such as robust head-

er compression (ROHC), security, segmentation, and outer automatic repeat request (ARQ).

The interface between RLC and the medium access control (MAC) is refered to as logical
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Figure 1.4. Hierarchical user plane and the corresponding RRM functionalities

channels, which are further divided into control channels and traffic channels. Each user has

one MAC entity, which multiplexes (MUX) the data from all the logical channels to the user

(or eNB), and distributes the data to transmissions on different available CCs. As illustrated

in Fig. 1.4, each CC has a separate HARQ entity, essentially meaning that the transmission

and possible retransmissions of one packet are on the same CC. The interface between MAC

and the physical layer (PHY) is denoted as transport channels, each mapping to one or more

logic channels. The transport channels are also separate for each CC. Data transmission-

s on different CCs can adopt independent modulation and coding schemes (MCSs). As a

result, independent link adaptation (LA) per CC is enabled to benefit from optimally adjust-

ing transmissions on different CCs according to the corresponding channel conditions. The

power control for different CCs can also be independent, making it possible for one eNB to

have diverse coverage levels on different CCs [14].

For the control-plane protocol of LTE-A CA, similarly as LTE Release 8, each user has

one radio resource control (RRC) entity, which is independent of the number of CCs [19].

To fulfill the function of CA, a few more functionalities have been added into RRC, which

will be elaborated in the next subsection.
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1.3.2 RRM Functionalities and Considerations

The main RRM functionalities of LTE-A are presented in the right part of Fig. 1.4. The

LTE-A RRM framework has many similarities with that of LTE Release 8/9. When a user

arrives, the admission control is performed at the eNB before the establishment of the RRC

connection. New radio bearers are then created and the corresponding QoS parameters are

configured. Specifically, a new functionality is introduced into LTE-A CA, which is referred

to as CC selection or configuration in the following. CC selection configures a set of CCs

for each user to be scheduled on. This function is an important tache to optimize system

performance over the entire CC set, as well as controlling the power consumption. The CC

selection takes as inputs the information of QoS parameters, UE capabilities, radio bearer

configuration, CC load and channel conditions. Among the inputs, the CC load conditions

are used for cross-CC load balancing [19], and the QoS parameters specify the user service

types (e.g., best-effort and guaranteed-bit-rate services) and the QoS requirements. For a

UE, assigning more CCs can significantly increase its throughput, but resulting in higher

UE power consumption and signaling overhead, as well as more interference to other UEs

operating on the assigned CCs. Therefore, potential freedom is left for researchers to design

optimal CC selection algorithms to achieve various performance objectives.

Same as LTE Release 8, in MAC layer of LTE-A systems, all the data flows from differ-

ent users on one CC are multiplexed together, and the packet scheduling (PS) entity in each

CC will allocate PRBs to the attached users in every Transmission Time Interval (TTI) of

1ms. Basically, the PS takes advantage of multi-user frequency-domain scheduling diversity

by preferentially allocating PRBs to users that are perceiving good channels. The PS pro-

cess consists of two phases, i.e., time-domain PS and frequency-domain PS. The entity first

determines which subset of users should be scheduled in the next TTI and then determines

which part of and how much bandwidth should be allocated to each scheduled user.

However, there are two main differences between LTE-A PS and LTE PS. First, the

PS in LTE-A is allowed to schedule users across multiple CCs. The scheduling could be
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done in parallel in different CCs, but with some coordination to ensure fairness and joint

control for users scheduled on multiple CCs [20]. This cross-CC scheduling functionality

offers higher flexibility and better overall system performance for transmissions of control

and data information across multiple CCs. Second, on top of the regular PS in each CC,

an additional functionality is designed to dynamically (de)activate CCs configured as SCells

for different users, which is controlled by MAC signalings through the PCell [16]. A user

is only schedulable on its configured and activated SCCs and does not report channel state

information (CSI) for link adaptation and frequency-domain PS through the SCCs. With this

functionality, the number of CCs that a user can be scheduled on can be dynamically adjusted

in tens of ms according to the instantaneous cell load conditions and QoS requirements. In

this fashion, the UE power can be further preserved.

In addition, within each CC, link adaptation is performed to dynamically adjust the UE’s

modulation and coding schemes according to the time-varying channel conditions; HARQ

is performed to manage packet retransmissions when packet loss or error occurs. At last, the

power control entity in Layer 1 will decide the UE transmission power on each CC either

independently or coordinately.

1.4 Organizations and Contributions

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the re-

search topics on RRM in LTE-A systems with CA, and elaborates some related works to

our most interest for each topic. Chapter 3 presents our research results on demonstrating

the advantages of CA in improving the system limiting capabilities, i.e., the system user-

accommodation capabilities. Chapter 4 investigates resource (i.e., spectrum and power) op-

timization in single-tier LTE-A CA-based systems. Chapter 5 studies interference manage-

ment problems in multi-tier LTE-A systems with CA. The conclusions and future research

directions are presented in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with our

related publications.
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Chapter 2

Research Topics and Related Works on

RRM in LTE-A Systems with CA

Many research issues emerge in the realization process of CA-based LTE-A systems, among

which RRM is very imperative in providing guidelines to fully utilize the network resources.

Since OFDMA/SC-FDMA is adopted as the access technology in LTE-A standard, RRM in

LTE-A systems can date back to the studies on RRM in OFDMA systems, where subcarrier

is the minimum bandwidth allocation resolution. Most of the related studies [21–23] mainly

focus on reorganizing the limited network resources to optimize the network performance.

For instance, in [21], a novel scheme for the allocation of subcarriers, rates, and power was

proposed to maximize the aggregated data rates. In [22], the energy efficiency problem was

investigated for cognitive radio systems under the QoS constraints. In [23], the uplink relay

selection problem was discussed to enhance the total achievable throughput under total pow-

er constraint. We refer to [24–26] as comprehensive surveys on RRM in OFDMA systems.

However, these works can not be directly applied to LTE and LTE-A systems due to

the unique features of LTE-based systems. Different from subcarriers in OFDMA systems,

the minimum resolution in LTE-based networks is Physical Resource Block (PRB) which is

composed of 12 consecutive OFDM subcarriers. One user could be assigned with several

PRBs but all the subcarriers in one PRB must be assigned to the same user. This feature
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significantly reduces the control overhead and meanwhile improves the spectrum utiliza-

tion. It also gives rise to new challenges upon the design of scheduling and power allocation

schemes for both control channels and data channels. Thus, the flexibility and efficiency of

the existing works should be re-evaluated, and new schemes particularly for PRB allocation

and power control should be considered. For instance, since the minimum bandwidth alloca-

tion unit in LTE is the PRB, [27] put forward a distributed and coordinated PRB and power

allocation scheme to mitigate the intercell interference in LTE. As the control channel struc-

ture is updated in LTE over OFDMA systems, [28] showed different conditions when an LTE

system is data-channel limited or control-channel limited. [29] further gave a comprehensive

overview of downlink RRM for LTE systems.

Compared with LTE networks, the adopted CA technique in LTE-A systems also brings

new challenges and favorable opportunities for RRM. With CA, an LTE-A user could operate

on multiple CCs concurrently to have larger throughput. But operating on more CCs means

more energy consumption at the user terminal and more intensive interference to other users

operating on the same CCs. Thus, how to dynamically decide which CCs should be assigned

to different users is a critical issue given the tradeoff among throughput, energy consumption

and interference intensity. Besides, cross-CC load balancing and scheduling should also be

deliberated to achieve better overall network resource utilization.

In light of these challenges, this chapter intends to uncover the main imperative issues

on RRM of CA-based LTE-A systems in a systematic manner, and outline our research logic

path as a whole towards tackling the open challenges.

2.1 Benefit Demonstration of CA

In CA-based LTE-A scenarios, the legacy LTE users and LTE-A users could co-exist and

share the system bandwidth up to 100MHz, where LTE users can only be scheduled on

one CC at any time while LTE-A users can transmit on multiple CCs concurrently with

larger possible throughput. Then there rises a problem: given this advantage, how much the
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performance of LTE-A users can surpass that of LTE users in different scenarios should be

carefully studied to demonstrate the benefits of CA.

This problem can be explored from two perspectives, i.e., the user-centric perspective

and the system-centric perspective. On one hand, given a set of users or an arrival-departure

process of users, the user-centric performance (e.g., average throughput, user service de-

lay [30] and power efficiency [31] in the user terminal) can be compared between LTE users

and LTE-A users under different cell load conditions. There have already been many works

following this thought [19, 20, 32]. For example, the work [19] focuses on comparing the

throughput performance via simulations between the legacy LTE users and LTE-A users in

a multi-CC LTE-A system. Simulation results shows that LTE-A users outperform the LTE

users in terms of the average throughput and cell-edge throughput, especially in light cell

load conditions. The work suggests that the number of CCs accessible per LTE-user should

vary with the cell load conditions for better performance. In [20], a joint carrier load bal-

ancing and packet scheduling scheme is put forward, comparing the average user throughput

when LTE users and LTE-A users coexist under cross-CC scheduling. It is shown that the

LTE-A users can achieve significantly higher throughput under different conditions when

coexisting with LTE users. In [32], leveraging the stochastic geometry theory, analytical

analysis is developed to derive the user SINR distributions and average throughput for LTE

and LTE-A users, respectively. The results indicate that although LTE-A users can achieve

higher throughput than LTE users, the perceived SINR is worse in a single CC for LTE-A

users due to multi-CC transmissions. Thus, the performance gain may become smaller with

larger number of cell users as the SINR situations for LTE-A users become worse faster.

On the other hand, this issue can be investigated from the system-centric perspective,

i.e., to study the system limiting capabilities. For example, in the admission control process,

given the same system settings and user QoS requirements, the user accommodation capa-

bilities of LTE-A systems can be analyzed to show how many LTE users or LTE-A users

can be admitted into the system. However, few works have dabbled in this issue from this

perspective whereas it can provide valuable guidelines for optimizing resource utilization
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and guaranteeing QoS provisioning at the same time. To this end, one of our research goals

is to explore the performance improvement in the system limiting capabilities in different

scenarios when CA is adopted, while jointly considering the QoS requirements (e.g., loss

probability, throughput requirement) and traffic descriptors (e.g., active probabilities) of dif-

ferent user types. Our research works [33, 34] have focused on this issue, where the LTE-A

downlink admission control process is studied and a QoS-aware closed-form admissible re-

gion for heterogeneous user classes are derived (See Chapter 3).

2.2 CA in Single-Tier LTE-A Systems

For LTE-A CA, it is not good to always assign multiple CCs to every user. On the contrary,

in some cases the multi-CC transmission can significantly counterbalance the performance

gain. For instance, for a best-effort user, assigning as many CCs as possible may be less op-

timal when the cell load becomes quite heavy, since the extremely crowded situation in one

CC can considerably reduce the average per-CC user throughput, resulting in a lower aggre-

gate user throughput [19] [35]. On the other hand, for a user with a guaranteed throughput

requirement, when the cell load becomes light, only assigning one CC is enough to satisfy

its minimum throughput requirement and assigning multiple CCs only consumes more UE

power in vain [35]. Therefore, it is essential to assign a proper CC subset dynamically and

adaptively according to the instantaneous cell load and user service types. Besides, for layer-

2 packet scheduling (PS), independent PS per CC will lead to unbalanced user performance

between the legacy LTE users and LTE-A users since a scheduler allocates the resources on-

ly based on the knowledge of its own CC. To achieve a certain level of fairness, cross-layer

PS is desirable by jointly considering the resource allocation (RA) conditions from all the

assigned CCs for a user.

There have been abundant research works related to dynamic CC management and cross-

CC packet scheduling in both downlink [20, 36–38] and uplink [39–41], where extensive

theoretical analysis and experimental results show that adaptive CC selection and cross-
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CC packet scheduling can significantly enhance not only the system capabilities such as

power efficiency and interference mitigation, but also the user performance in throughput

and fairness. We refer to [42, 43] as comprehensive overviews.

However, for the dynamic CC management, most of the existing literatures only put

emphasize on the layer-3 adaptive CC selection/configuration function, and two important

factors are usually less discussed or even neglected. The first one is the layer-2 dynamic CC

(de)activation function. As aforementioned in Subsection 1.2.2, this function is performed

in TTI level via MAC signaling to dynamically decide whether a UE should sleep on a par-

ticular assigned CC, i.e. stop monitoring the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH)

with no transceiving. Some pioneering ideas have already been proposed in industry [44–46],

which principally design the implementation methods and signaling procedure. There are al-

so a few works from academia [47,48], which discussed the impact of (de)activation periods

and frequency on the energy saving efficiency and proposed CC-specific DRX mechanism

considering multiple services. However, comprehensive performance analysis and evalua-

tion are still lacked. Thus, realizing the great potential of this mechanism in significantly

reducing the UE power consumption especially in the uplink, cross-layer dynamic CC man-

agement strategies should be designed to combine the layer-2 CC (de)activation mechanism

with the layer-3 adaptive CC selection function. In this manner, higher power efficiency in

the downlink and lower power consumption in the uplink can be achieved.

The second neglected factor is the power offset effects. Basically, when a UE is transmit-

ting on multiple CCs simultaneously, the increased Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (RARR)

and the inter-modulation [49] will lead to additional power consumption for the UE in the u-

plink, resulting in a non-neglectable reduction in UE’s maximum transmission power. These

effects, referred to as power offset effects in this dissertation, degrade the user performance

inevitably. Thus, it is essential and challenging to consider the power offset effects into the

dynamic CC management framework, especially for uplink CA to improve the UE power

utilization. One recent work [50] has incorporated this effect into analysis and modeled the

resultant power backoff as a constant. A threshold-based CC selection strategy was proposed
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to improve the user throughput based on the user path loss and the number of available CCs

in the cell. But the work does not consider how the time-variabilities of the offset effects im-

pact the RRM performance in uplink CA. In fact, the user power offset should vary with the

number of CCs, the number of instantaneous occupied PRBs in each TTI and the dispersion

degree of the PRBs [49]. To this end, our research work [35] has proposed a joint uplink

CC selection and power control scheme, which improves the average user throughput by

maximizing the user power utilization with considering the time-variabilities (See Chapter

4).

2.3 CA in Multi-Tier LTE-A Systems

LTE-A systems support the coexistence of macro cells with small cells sharing the same

frequency band, forming into multi-tier LTE-A systems, termed as HetNets in 3GPP ter-

minology [10]. In HetNets, the macro-cells are accessible to all the users and deliberately

planned to reduce the inter-cell interference as much as possible, while the small cells spread

out irregularly mainly serving users within a small coverage. Providing high spatial reuse via

cell splitting, such deployment can achieve substantial gains in coverage and capacity com-

pared to the single-tier macro-only networks. However, since the small cells are deployed

in an unplanned way, co-channel interference between macro and small cells (cross-tier in-

terference) and among small cells themselves (co-tier interference) becomes a problem with

higher magnitude and variability. Therefore, efficient interference coordination schemes

must be carefully designed to realize the potential gains.

Currently, a majority of the existing works deal with this issue on the aspect of co-

channel interference mitigation, where macro and small cells have access to all the band-

width [51–53]. In [51], a distributed femtocell management architecture based on OFDMA

is proposed to make a tradeoff between macrocell and femtocell capacities. [52] studies the

outage probability of downlink femto-macro networks with a 3D-poisson model of random

spatial distribution in an LTE environment. Further in [53], authors propose a novel joint cell
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association and interference management schemes for LTE-A HetNet to maximize the sum

utility of average rates while satisfying the users QoS. All the above works have to involve

time-domain scheduling coordination between macro and small cells which has relatively

high complexity.

Recently, the CA technology has been introduced to play a key role in inter-cell interfer-

ence coordination by dynamically configuring different subset of CCs to different small cell

base stations (SBSs) to realize interference avoidance instead of mitigation. Such spectrum

management of small cells based on CA is also referred to as partial spectrum usage (PSU)

on the CC resolution. As a totally new feature adopted in LTE-A systems, CA has the nature

to enable simple, yet effective frequency domain interference management schemes for both

data and control channels [54].

The interference management schemes in HetNets with CA mainly fall into three cate-

gories: centralized control management [55, 56], semi-autonomous control [57, 58] and the

distributed autonomous control [59–62]. For centralized control management, the eNB is

in charge of making RA decisions for the small cells jointly considering the cross-tier and

co-tier interference as well as the QoS requirements of different user services. As the eNB

needs to know the RRM-related knowledge of small cells, the centralized control strategies

have strict requirements on the latency and capacity of the small cell backhaul connections

for timely message exchange. For the semi-autonomous control strategies, the eNB does

not directly control the RAs of small cells, but instead influence the RRM decisions in an

indirectly manner. For instance, in [57], Duan et al. designed a game-theory-based price

control strategy where MBSs influence the FBS behaviors by determining the user service

prices for macrocells (MCells) and Femtocells (FCells). In [58], Bu et al. proposed to set

an interference price for MBSs over FBSs based on the interference from FBSs; the FBSs

then consider the price in its own RA to maximize their own utilities. Through such inter-

action, the interference between MCells and FCells can be effectively coordinated. For the

distributed autonomous control strategies, the small cells do the RA merely based on the

local obtained information, i.e., the cell load conditions, the perceived interference level, the
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user service requirements, the available network resources, etc. The most typical strategy of

such category is the autonomous CC selection (ACCS) [59, 60], which is inherently a fully

distributed and dynamic interference management concept in CC resolutions. ACCS relies

on the sensed interference levels and adding an additional CC must satisfy the premise that

it will not influence the transmissions in neighboring cells to a certain extent. Many decen-

tralized dynamic spectrum sharing and cooperation approaches can find their valuable roles

in LTE-A HetNets with CA, e.g., game theory and reinforcement learning [63] [64].

Comparing the above three categories, the first one can achieve the best overall net-

work performance, yet has the most strict requirements on the backhaul links, which are

difficult to be satisfied in some occasions. The last category has the largest flexibility and

least implementation/computation complexity, but may very likely lead to sub-optimal net-

work performance. The most applicable scenarios for the third category include the indoor

hotspots environments where the signal strength of small cells dominates that of the MCells,

and the rural regions where MCells are not available and small cells are deployed in an ad

hoc way. The semi-autonomous strategies strike a good tradeoff between the implementation

complexity and network performance, but need advanced mathematical tools to model the

interaction between MCells and small cells and determine the best equilibrium.

Although a multitude of works have been done, the interference management in HetNets

with CA still needs more exploration. Up to now, most related works typically consider a

static HetNet deployment where the locations and types of base stations are pre-defined. The

carrier selection strategies are only dynamically adaptive to the traffic variabilities. Unfortu-

nately, this cannot be always true in reality since the small cells like femtocells may appear

and disappear at anytime and anywhere due to human activities or the instability of the power

sources. The locational and and temporal randomness of the femtocells will bring consider-

able challenge to the robustness of the existing strategies. To investigate this problem, our

research work [65] exploit a stochastic mathematical tool - stochastic geometry [66] [67] and

the related concepts, to characterize the randomness of the co-deployment topology. Based

on the stochastic topology model, a semi-autonomous interference management strategy is
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developed to model the interplay between the MCells and FCells using game theory tech-

niques in the context of PSU. By analytical analysis and comprehensive simulations, the

work aims to provide significative insights on how the FCell randomness impact the interfer-

ence management performance of HetNets with CA and show how to maximize the utilities

of both MCells and FCells under different situations (See Chapter 5).

2.4 CA in Aggregating Licensed and Unlicensed Spectrum

With the proliferation of mobile devices and diverse mobile applications, wireless operators

are experiencing phenomenal mobile data growth around the world. It is expected that by

the year 2020, the industry need to be prepared for as much as 1000 times mobile traffic

as the year 2010 [68]. In the upcoming 5G era, both the industry and academia are on the

hunt for advanced solutions to boost the network capacity. The current available bandwidth

in the licensed spectrum cannot afford the explosive mobile data demand, and excavating

more capacity from other spectrum becomes indispensable. Thanks to the technique of

CA, the reach of cellular systems could be extended from licensed-only operations to the

unlicensed spectrum which can provide much more bandwidth. The technology which ag-

gregates the licensed spectrum with the unlicensed spectrum for RRM leveraging the CA

technique is named as LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U) technology. An illustration of LTE-U ratio-

nales is showed in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Deployment scenarios of LTE-U technology.

Due to the transmission power limitations [69] in unlicensed spectrum, the LTE-U tech-
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nology is more suitable for a small area. Hence, the deployment of most interest is operator-

deployed small cell which provides access to both licensed and unlicensed spectrum for

indoor environment or outdoor hotspots. The aggregation of licensed and unlicensed spec-

trum can provide the small cell users with high-speed and seamless broadband multimedia

services. During transmission, a licensed carrier, serving as Primary Component Carrier

(PCC), and several unlicensed carriers, serving as Secondary Component Carriers (SCCs),

are accessible to one user at one time. According to the user traffic demand and cell load,

configuration information can be conveyed via PCC to dynamically remove/add SCCs.

There are two operation modes for LTE-U [70]: supplemental downlink (SDL) and time

division duplex (TDD), as shown in Fig. 2.1. SDL mode is the simplest form of LTE-U

where the unlicensed spectrum is only used for downlink data transmission since downlink

traffic is typically much heavier than uplink traffic. In this mode, LTE eNB can perform most

of the required operations for reliable communications, including detecting the unlicensed

channel occupancy. In TDD mode, the unlicensed spectrum is used for both downlink and

uplink, just like the LTE TDD system in licensed bands. TDD mode offers the flexibility to

adjust the resources allocation between downlink and uplink, at the cost of extra implemen-

tation complexity on the user side.

Transmission on unlicensed spectrum is unstable since the “unlicensed” nature makes it

hard for provisioning guaranteed QoS. To ensure the QoS and improve the user experience,

the use of unlicensed spectrum in LTE-U must come with the use of licensed spectrum. With

CA, the control-plane messages including radio resource control signallings and Layer-1 sig-

nallings, are always transmitted on the licensed band, where QoS is ensured. The user-plane

data can be transmitted on either licensed or unlicensed carriers. In this fashion, the crucial

information can always be transmitted with QoS guarantee while the unlicensed carriers can

provide opportunistic best-effort data transmission enhancements.

Unlike licensed spectrum which is exclusive for the licensed users, unlicensed spectrum

is usually shared by multiple unlicensed systems. Therefore, the foremost issue in unli-

censed network is to achieve friendly co-existence among multiple unlicensed systems. For
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instance, the most successful unlicensed network, Wi-Fi, uses a “listen before talk” (LBT)

based MAC protocol, namely, carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance (CS-

MA/CA), to ensure long-term fairness among different users. Thus, to implement LTE-U, it

is essential for LTE-U to co-exist in a fair manner with other unlicensed networks especial-

ly Wi-Fi. However, LTE and Wi-Fi adopt different MAC protocols that are fundamentally

different, i.e., LTE uses scheduling-based MAC for synchronous transmissions while Wi-Fi

implements contention-based MAC for asynchronous transmissions. How to allow efficient

and friendly co-existence between synchronous LTE-U and asynchronous Wi-Fi and how

to analyze the performance of each co-existing network still remain open and beckon for

further investigation.

There are several MAC proposals for LTE-U in the literature. In [71] [72], an on/off

transmission cycle is introduced where the on period is used for LTE-U transmissions and

the off period for Wi-Fi transmissions. The off duration can be randomly selected [71] or

dynamically adjusted according to the collected statistics of Wi-Fi activities [72]. For these

mechanisms, the LTE-U transmission is not hinged on the instantaneous channel availability

and thus may interrupt the ongoing Wi-Fi transmissions. To improve the co-existence per-

formance, the LBT feature is introduced in the MAC design of LTE-U such that the LTE-U

node can transmit only if the channel is sensed idle for a certain duration [73] [74]. In [73],

an LTE-U node can transmit for a maximum time ratio in one cycle if the channel is sensed

idle; or keep silent for the whole cycle, otherwise. An analytical performance study of the

duty cycle based protocol is provided in [74]. With a duty cycle based mechanism, LTE-U

senses the channel at the specific time in each duty cycle, which makes it difficult for LTE-U

to retrieve the channel access due to the elastic feature of Wi-Fi transmissions. Therefore, it

is hard to ensure the coexistence performance of the LTE-U system. As such, it is desirable

to design a more fair MAC protocol to achieve high performance of LTE-U while ensuring a

certain level of Wi-Fi protection.

Our research works [75,76] aim to tackle the above problems by designing a MAC proto-

col for LTE-U small cells considering both the Wi-Fi protection and LTE channel retrieving.
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The protocol design captures the asynchronous feature of Wi-Fi transmissions in a time-

slotted MAC frame structure of LTE, and provides tunable parameters that can adjusted

according to the throughput requirements of both systems and the desired Wi-Fi protection

level. In addition, analytical analysis is also presented to essentially reveal the relationship

among different configurable parameters.

2.5 Dissertation Objectives

Based on introduced research topics, challenges and related works, our research logic path

on RRM in CA-based LTE-A systems is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Research path of the dissertation on RRM in CA-based LTE-A systems.

The fundamental objective of our research is to fully explore the benefits of CA in the

RRM of LTE-A systems. The research starts with the benefit demonstration of CA. Instead

of user-centric perspective, we choose the system-centric perspective as the study object. The

system user-accommodation capabilities is investigated, i.e., the maximum number of users

that can be admitted into the system given the user QoS requirements and traffic descriptors.

The LTE users with CA capabilities and the legacy LTE users without the CA capabilities are

compared. We would like to know how much performance gain there is in the case when all

the users are LTE-A users over that when all the users are LTE ones under different parameter
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configuration, and what is the intrinsic reason that results in the performance gain.

After knowing the benefits of CA, we take one step further to study how to take advantage

of CA to improve the system performance in single-tier LTE-A system. We focus on the

uplink CA since uplink transmissions have more limitations and the downside of CA is non-

negligible. We examine the uplink CC selection and power control problems and propose

a cross-layer dynamic CC selection and power control strategy with considering the power

offset effects.

As the future cellular network will be a heterogeneous networks with different kinds

of cells co-existing together, we extend the single-tier CA study to multi-tier CA study,

where the interference management between macrocells and small cells and among small cell

themselves becomes the theme. As aforementioned, CA enables the partial spectrum usage

on the CC resolution. Thus in this step, we study the two-tier HetNets where MCells and

FCells share the spectrum in a PSU manner. We model the co-tier and cross-tier interference

exploiting the stochastic geometry capturing the locational and temporal randomness of the

FCells. As MCells can only influence the FCells indirectly, we model their interaction into

Stackelberg game and propose a method to obtain the equilibrium.

Finally, all the above works are considered within the licensed spectrum where the cel-

lular systems have dedicated access to the spectrum resources. CA enables the spectrum

aggregation between licensed and unlicensed spectrum. In this way, the system capacity can

be significantly increased; meanwhile the system can operate within a unified network struc-

ture on both spectrums. Our research focus on how to design the MAC protocol for LTE-U

BSs in order to achieve harmony coexistence with other unlicensed systems especially the

Wi-Fi systems. The proposed MAC protocol provides tunable coexistence performance with

considering the essentially different PHY/MAC specifications between LTE and Wi-Fi.
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we describe the research topics related to RRM in LTE-A systems with CA.

The challenges and related works are also elaborated. Based on the research topics, the

research objectives of the dissertation are further outlined. In the next few chapters, we will

present our research works on each of the aforementioned topics.
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Chapter 3

Equivalent Capacity Analysis in Carrier

Aggregation-Based LTE-A Systems

As elaborated in Subsection 2.5, the first step towards knowing the benefits of CA is to com-

pare the network performance of LTE-A with and without the CA features. Most of the

existing works on demonstrating the comparison evaluate the network performance based on

the user-centric performance, e.g., average user throughput [20,32]. The theoretical analysis

on the system-centric limiting capabilities is still embryonic, which, however, can serve as

essential benchmarks for system stability maintenance and Quality of Service (QoS) guar-

antee.

Thus, in this chapter, we explore one of the primary system limiting capabilities of LTE-

A with CA, i.e., the user accommodation capabilities, in the downlink admission control

process. The user accommodation capability is analyzed for the legacy LTE and LTE-A

users, respectively. The adopted performance metric is equivalent capacity (EC) [77], re-

ferring to the maximum number of users that can be admitted into the system based on the

system bandwidth and user QoS requirements. Specifically, both the LTE and LTE-A users

are divided into heterogeneous classes with different QoS requirements (i.e., throughput and

loss probability requirements) and traffic descriptors (i.e., active probabilities). Each user

class is allocated with a bandwidth weight. Two bandwidth allocation strategies are studied,
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namely the fixed-weight strategy and the cognitive-weight strategy, where the bandwidth

weights of different classes are pre-fixed in the former while can be dynamically changed in

the latter according to the instantaneous load conditions of different classes.

To properly determine the EC in LTE-A systems, the following challenges should be

deliberated. First, unlike the wired networks, the channel conditions of the wireless mobile

environment are dramatically time-fluctuating due to the complicated propagation environ-

ment. Consequently, the assigned bandwidth to satisfy the minimum throughput requirement

of a user changes from time to time, making it difficult to determine the EC based on the user

throughput requirements. Second, given the system bandwidth and statistics of user traffic,

how to determine the EC for each class to maximize the spectrum utilization while satisfying

all the user loss probability requirements is a challenging issue. Third, as LTE-A users can

transmit with CA, whether the LTE-A users can benefit much from CA over the LTE users

needs to be justified. Last but not least, since heterogeneous user classes coexist, the tradeoff

among the bandwidth allocation weights for different classes and the criteria therein should

be carefully discussed.

Revolving around the above challenges, the contributions of this work are as follows.

First, considering the wireless fading statistics, the concept of effective bandwidth [78] is

exploited to map the user throughput requirements into bandwidth requirements to provide

the users with a probabilistic QoS guarantee. Leveraging the binomial-normal approxima-

tion, closed-form expressions of EC are then derived for both LTE and LTE-A users under

two bandwidth allocation strategies. Furthermore, a net-profit-maximization problem is for-

mulated to discuss the tradeoff among the bandwidth allocation weights, which combines

the factors of operator service profits, user satisfaction and traffic load dynamics. Extensive

simulation results are provided to corroborate our analytical ones and demonstrate an inter-

esting discovery that a slightly higher spectrum utilization of LTE-A users than LTE users

can result in a significant EC gain when the user traffic is bursty. Moreover, the cognitive-

weight strategy outperforms considerably the fixed-weight one in terms of both EC and the

achieved net profits.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work in literature that gives theoretical anal-

ysis on the admission control process in CA-based LTE-A systems. The research outcomes

should shed some light not only on theoretically quantifying the benefits of CA but also on

the loss-probability-aware bandwidth allocation in admission control process of CA-based

LTE-A systems.

3.1 Models and Design Goal

We consider a multi-cell downlink scenario where the base stations (BSs) are deployed fol-

lowing a homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) [79] with density measure λBS , i.e., the

number of BSs within any given region A with area |A| is a Poisson random variable with

parameter λBS|A|, and the BSs are uniformly located within A. Denote all the BSs as a set

ΦBS . The users are uniformly distributed within region A. Each user will be associated to

its nearest BS for service. Under such an association policy, the actual coverage area of a BS

becomes a Voronoi cell [80] where any point in a Voronoi cell has a shorter distance to the

corresponding BS than to other BSs, as shown in Fig. 3.1. LTE-A and LTE users are con-
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Figure 3.1. Voronoi cells formed by 9 BSs uniformly located within a 10kmx10km area.

sidered for the analysis, respectively. Both LTE and LTE-A users are divided into K classes

with different QoS requirements (i.e., the throughput and loss probability requirements) and

traffic descriptors (i.e., active probabilities). For each class-k user, the minimum required

throughput is ruk and the maximum loss probability is δk. δk refers to the maximum prob-

ability that there exist class-k users which are admitted into the system but cannot get any

bandwidth when they turn active, i.e., having packets to deliver.
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3.1.1 Traffic Generating Model
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Figure 3.2. On-off traffic generation model of one user.

We consider both voice sources and video sources. Two traffic models which are corrob-

orated by empirical data [81, 82] are exploited, respectively. For the voice sources, we use

an on-off traffic source model [81] to describe the dynamics of the user traffic. Each user

source is represented by a two-state continuous-time random process with the states “on”

and “off”, as depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). The state “on” means the user is active and requires

a minimum throughput of ruk for class-k users, while the user transmits nothing in the state

“off”. The “on” and “off” intervals can have arbitrarily time distributions but with transition

rates denoted as βk and αk, respectively. Then the average “on” and “off” period are 1/βk

and 1/αk as shown in Fig. 3.2(b)). Therefore, the average probability that a class-k user is

“on” (i.e., active probability pk) can be calculated as,

pk =
1/βk

1/αk + 1/βk

=
αk

αk + βk

, k = 1, 2, ..., K. (3.1)

Notice that we consider bursty users satisfying pk ≪ 1, e.g., the average on period for

making voice calls by a user is far smaller than the average off period.

Unlike the constant data rate generated by voice sources, one video source has time-

varying data rate which cannot be simply modeled as an on-off model. However, according

to [82], one class-k video source can be effectively modeled as Mk (M >> 1) independent

and statistically multiplexed mini-sources with identical constant data rate rmini
k . Each mini-

source can be modeled with the above on-off model. Therefore, when the video sources

are considered, the equivalent mini-sources can be treated in a similar way with the voice
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sources, except that the EC for the mini-sources of the same video user class should be a

multiple of Mk. As the main emphasis of this paper lies in the EC comparison between LTE

and LTE-A users, we only use voice sources in the following analysis for the simplicity of

computation and presentation.

3.1.2 Bandwidth Sharing Model

For bandwidth allocation among different user classes, two strategies are considered, i.e.,

fixed-weight strategy and cognitive-weight strategy. Under the former strategy, the band-

width allocation weights ωlk for class-k users are pre-fixed; while under the latter one, the

weights can dynamically change with the instantaneous number of active users of each class.

Moreover, in the latter strategy, different user classes are endowed with different priorities.

Preemptive priority is considered with which the services of some lower-priority users will

be interrupted by the higher-priority users when there is no available bandwidth. Thus, the

loss probability of one user class is merely affected by the number of users with higher prior-

ities. Without loss of generality, the priorities are set in a descending order with respect to k.

In addition, to avoid the spectrum monopoly and evaluate the impact of user dissatisfaction

factor on ECs, a maximal bandwidth allocation weight ωmax
lk is set for each class in the latter

strategy. One important application scenario of the latter strategy is the bandwidth allocation

for user classes with diverse delay requirements, where the user class with more strict delay

requirement will be assigned with higher priority.

For spectrum sharing within one user class, random spectrum access (RSA) method is

used. In each transmission time slot, if there are not enough PRBs for every active user in one

class, the system randomly chooses a subset of active users to schedule. One scheduled user

is randomly assigned with several PRBs according to its QoS requirements. One LTE user

can only be assigned with PRBs within one CC; while one LTE-A user can be assigned with

PRBs from different CCs. Transmission buffers are not considered here, thus, the packets

that are generated in one slot but cannot be transmitted within the same slot are considered
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as lost.

3.1.3 Definition of EC

a) Loss-probability-aware ECs. With RSA, the utilization factor ρl of the lth CC is defined

as,

ρl :=

K∑
k=1

MlkpkB
u
k

(1− θ)Bcc
l

, (3.2)

where Mlk is the number of admitted class-k users in lth CC and Bu
k is the effective band-

width provided by the operator for each class-k user. When ρl equals to 1, the spectrum

utilization can be maximized, however, the loss probabilities for some class k may exceed

the required threshold δk. Thus to keep the loss probability of each class under the desired

level, ρl should be less than 1. To this end, the loss-probability-aware EC for class k in

lth CC, denoted as Nlk, is defined as the maximum Mlk that satisfies the loss probability

requirement δk, given specified bandwidth allocation strategy and bandwidth weights {ωlk}

(or {ωmax
lk }). With the derived EC set {Nlk}, a class-k user will be admitted if the current

number of admitted class-k users is less than Nlk. As different ωlk (or ωmax
lk ) can result in

different ECs, the tradeoff among the bandwidth weights is further discussed in Section 3.4

for both bandwidth allocation strategies.

b) Effective bandwidth from minimum required throughput. As EC is defined on a

bandwidth basis, the user’s minimum throughput requirement should be mapped into band-

width requirement to be included in Eq. (3.2). As aforementioned, in a wireless mobile

environment, the time-varying channel conditions make it difficult for operator to provide a

unified bandwidth to satisfy the minimum throughput requirement ruk for all the class-k users

at one time. To this end, effective bandwidth is exploited to derive a unified bandwidth Bu
k

to provide probabilistic QoS guarantee for all class-k users. In particular, the bandwidth Bu
k

should be chosen such that

sup
t

Pr{Bu,ins
k (t) ≥ Bu

k} ≤ e (0 < e < 1), (3.3)
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is satisfied, where Bu,ins
k (t) denotes the instantaneous minimum required bandwidth to guar-

antee ruk at time t, and e is the upper bound of the QoS violation probability. Eq. (3.3) in-

dicates that given the statistical behaviors of the co-channel interference, the constant band-

width Bu
k provided by the operator to each class-k user should be no less than Bu,ins

k (t)

with probability 1 − e. In this way, the effective bandwidth Bu
k provides a bridge between

the throughput requirement ruk and the EC Nlk over the wireless channel statistics. In this

work, we mainly focus on the intra-band CA [18], where all the CCs are located in the same

frequency band and thus have the same channel fading statistics.

3.1.4 Design Goal

The design goal is to investigate the user accommodation capabilities of CA-based LTE-A

systems from the theoretical perspective in order to get deep insight on the benefits of CA.

Specifically, the work is first to find the QoS-aware closed-form expressions of EC for both

LTE and LTE-A users under different bandwidth allocation strategies. Second, the work

is to compare the EC performance between LTE and LTE-A users and between different

bandwidth allocation strategies to comprehensively demonstrate in what way and how much

the LTE-A users can outperform the LTE users in terms of EC and the economic profits.

Third, the research outcomes should shed some lights not only on theoretically quantifying

the benefits of CA but also on providing the admissible region for the loss-probability-aware

bandwidth allocation in admission control process of CA-based LTE-A systems.

3.2 Equivalent Capacities with Fixed Bandwidth Alloca-

tion Weights

The fixed-weight bandwidth allocation strategy is analyzed in this section. Specifically, we

first show how to obtain the user effective bandwidth from the throughput requirement, con-

sidering the multi-cell co-channel interference. Then, the analysis on a single CC is con-
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ducted to find the closed-form {Nlk}-Bcc
l relationship, subject to the user equivalent QoS

requirements (i.e., Bu
k and δk) and traffic descriptors (i.e., active probability pk). The re-

sults are further extended to an LTE-A system with n aggregated CCs, where the ECs are

compared between LTE and LTE-A users under the same system setting.

3.2.1 Effective Bandwidth from User Throughput Requirement

For downlink LTE-A systems, as users within the same cell are assigned with orthogonal

PRBs, there is no interference among themselves. The co-channel interference is only from

other cells that use the same PRBs with the considered cell. According to the LTE-A standard

[11], the frequency reuse factor of LTE-A systems is 1, which means each cell operates on

the same spectrum and the co-channel interference of the considered cell is the summation of

the interference from all the other cells in area A. For a probabilistic analysis, the statistical

behaviors of the user SINR (i.e., user SINR distributions) are required. Our previous work

[32] has applied the Stochastic geometry [66] to provide tractable probabilistic interference

modeling for users in LTE-A systems. Therefore, based on [32], the detailed analysis for

user SINR distribution and effective bandwidth is shown as follows.

The channel gain of a user consists of two parts: the path loss and fast fading. The

shadowing effect is not considered since the shadowing is shown to be well approximated

by the randomness of the Poisson distributed BS locations [83]. This is a strong justification

that we can model the locations of BSs into a PPP. Denote the power spectral density (PSD)

of the BS transmission power and noise power as Pt and N0, respectively. Then, the PSD of

the received power of a user from BS B is calculated as

Pr = PtHDB
−α, B ∈ ΦBS, (3.4)

where H is the fast fading channel gain; DB is the distance between the considered user to
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BS B; and α is the path loss exponent. Then the user SINR is calculated as

SINRk =
PtHDB0

−α∑
B∈Φinf

BS \B0

PtH infDB
−α + n0

, (3.5)

where Φinf
BS denotes the set of interfering BSs in ΦBS that transmit on the same bandwidth

with the considered user; Φinf
BS\B0 means the set of interfering BSs excluding B0; and H inf

denotes the fast fading channel gain between the considered user and the interfering BSs. In

this paper, the fast fading between the considered user and the serving BS B0 is Rayleigh

fading, and the fast fading between the considered user and the interfering BSs is generally

distributed. Therefore, the probability density function of H is an exponential distribution

with parameter µ. For simplicity, µ is set to 1.

To obtain the SINR distribution for one user, we calculate the cumulative probability

function (cdf) of SINRk. The probability that SINRk is larger than a threshold Tk is

P{SINRk > Tk}

= P{PtHDB0
−α

I+n0
> Tk} = P{H >

(I+n0)DB0
αTk

Pt
}

where I =
∑

B∈Φinf
BS \B0

PtH
infDB

−α.

(3.6)

Following the procedure in [32], the final result of P(SINRk > Tk) is given directly as

P{SINRk ≥ Tk} = 1−
∫ +∞
0

2πλBSre
−πλBSr

2
e
−n0rα

Tk
Pt

· exp{−2πθusaλBSρ(r,H
inf , Tk)}dr,

where ρ(r,H inf , Tk) = −1
2
r2 + 1

2
r2EHinf{e−TkH

inf
+

(TkH
inf )2/α

[
Γ(1− 2

α
, 0)− Γ(1− 2

α
, TkH

inf )
]
},

and Γ(s, t) =
∫ +∞
t

xs−1e−xdx.

(3.7)

In Eq. (3.7), θusa is the bandwidth usage probability that one BS transmits on the same

bandwidth with the considered user. If the worst case is considered, i.e., every BS transmits
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3.2. Equivalent Capacities with Fixed Bandwidth Allocation Weights

on the same bandwidth with the considered user, the bandwidth usage probability is equal to

1. According to Eq. (3.3), the effective bandwidth Bu
k should be chosen such that

sup
t

P{Bu,ins
k (t) ≥ Bu

k} ≤ e (0 < e≪ 1), (3.8)

that is,

sup
t

P{ru,insk (t) ≤ ruk} ≤ e (0 < e≪ 1), (3.9)

where Bu,ins
k (t) is the instantaneous required bandwidth of class-k user, and ru,insk (t) is the

instantaneous achieved throughput when bandwidth Bu
k is assigned. The left hand side of

Eq. (3.9) can be rewritten as

sup
t

P{ru,insk (t) ≤ ruk} = P{Bu
k log(1 + SINRk) ≤ ruk} ≤ e

⇒ P{SINRk ≥ 2r
u
k/B

u
k − 1} ≥ 1− e

(3.10)

Let Tk = 2r
u
k/B

u
k − 1. Based on Eq. (3.7), Bu

k can be finalized as the minimum integral

multiple of N sc
l Bsc

l that satisfies Eq. (3.10), where N sc
l Bsc

l is the bandwidth for one PRB, and

the constraint of integral multiple is due to the fact that one PRB is the minimum bandwidth

allocation unit in LTE-A systems.

3.2.2 Equivalent Capacity for a Single Carrier

For the fixed-weight strategy, ωlk is fixed, thus Nlk is only related to the parameters of class

k. As aforementioned in Subsection 3.1.3, if the utilization factor ρl equals to 1, the loss

probability requirements may not be guaranteed. To control the loss probabilities below

desired levels {δk}, the bandwidth assigned to class k should be larger than the average

bandwidth requirement of class k, i.e.,

Bcc
lk > NlkpkB

u
k , l = 1, 2, ..., n; k = 1, 2, ..., K, (3.11)
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where Bcc
lk = ωlk(1 − θ)Bcc

l is the bandwidth assigned to class-k users. ωlk denotes the

weight of Bcc
lk , satisfying

K∑
k=1

ωlk = 1. To make Eq. (3.11) an equality, we intuitively and

heuristically add some multiple of σlkB
u
k to the right hand side of Eq. (3.11), where σlk is

the standard deviation of the number of active class-k users in lth CC [86], thus satisfying

σlk =
√

Nlkpk(1− pk), i.e.,

Bcc
lk = NlkpkB

u
k + ΓkσlkB

u
k , (3.12)

where Γk is a constant which varies with the specified QoS requirement (e.g., loss probability

δk). Γk should increase when the QoS is more strictly defined (i.e., δk becomes smaller)

while decrease approaching 0 when QoS is made more loose (i.e., δk becomes larger). In

the following, systematic deductions are given to justify Eq. (3.12) with derived relation

between Γk and δk. Substituting σlk into Eq. (3.12), we can get

Bcc
lk = (Nlkpk + Γk

√
Nlkpk(1− pk))B

u
k . (3.13)

By normalizing the bandwidth Bcc
lk with Bu

k , we can obtain

Bcc,nor
lk = Nlkpk + Γk

√
Nlkpk(1− pk), (3.14)

where Bcc,nor
lk = Bcc

lk/B
u
k is the normalized bandwidth, and ⌊Bcc,nor

lk ⌋, i.e., the largest integer

smaller than Bcc,nor
lk , indicates the maximum number of class-k users that can be served

concurrently by bandwidth Bcc
lk . With STM method, Bcc,nor

lk < Nlk should hold when pk < 1.

0 1 2
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Figure 3.3. Composite traffic model for the system states
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3.2. Equivalent Capacities with Fixed Bandwidth Allocation Weights

In our analysis, all the users are on or off independently. Therefore, the Nlk class-k

users, each with the traffic generation model described in Subsection 3.1.2, give rise to the

composite traffic model in Fig. 3.3. This model is essentially an (Nlk + 1)-state birth-death

random process, where state i indicates that there are i active class-k users in the system.

Due to the independency among all the users, the transition rate of each user could be added

together directly to form the inter-state transition rates as shown in Eq. (3.15). We let Ri,j

denote the transition rate from state i to state j.
Ri,i+1 = (Nlk − i)αk, 0 ≤ i ≤ Nlk − 1,

Ri,i−1 = iβk, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nlk,

Ri,j = 0, |i− j| ̸= 1.

(3.15)

The overload state So,lk is defined for each class k, satisfying So,lk = ⌈Bcc,nor
lk ⌉. The state

So,lk is the critical state above which losses will occur, i.e, the system is overloaded. We now

calculate the steady-state probabilities {πik} (i = 1, ..., Nlk) that the system is in state i. As

all the users are independent from each other, the probabilities {πik} conform to the binomial

distribution, where i out of Nlk users are active and the other (Nlk− i) are off. Therefore, we

have

πik = Ci
Nlk

pk
i(1− pk)

Nlk−i, i = 0, 1, ..., Nlk, (3.16)

where Ci
Nlk

is the number of choices when picking i out of Nlk. With {πi}, the loss probabil-

ity δk can be calculated as the summation of the steady-state probabilities of all the overload

states, i.e.,

δk =

Nlk∑
i=So,lk

πik. (3.17)

It is well known that when Nlk ≫ 1 and pk is much smaller than 1, the binomial dis-

tribution πik can be closely approximated by the normal distribution with the mean value

Nlkpk and variance σ2
lk = Nlkpk(1 − pk) [87]. In this work, this condition is satisfied for

large number of class-k users with bursty traffic. We convert i and summation to continuous
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3. Equivalent Capacity Analysis in Carrier Aggregation-Based LTE-A Systems

variable x and integrals, respectively, and then the loss probability δk is approximated by

δk ≈
∫ +∞

So,lk

e−(x−Nlkpk)
2/(2σlk

2)

√
2πσlk

dx =
1√
π

∫ +∞

So,lk−Nlkpk√
2σlk

e−y2dy, (3.18)

where the second step is achieved by replacing x with
√
2σlky + Nlkpk. Then, integration

by parts method is applied to keep the dominant parts of the integration. By multiplying

numerator and denominator of the integral by y, we have,

∫ +∞

z

ye−y2

y
dy =

e−z2

2z
− e−z2

4z3
+

3

4

∫ +∞

z

e−y2

y4
dy, (3.19)

where z = (So,lk − Nlkpk)/
√
2σlk. When z is greater than 3 (can be easily guaranteed in

our setting), the first two items on the RHS of Eq. (3.19) are much larger than the third one.

Therefore, we can obtain

∫ +∞

z

e−y2dy ≈ (
e−z2

2z
− e−z2

4z3
). (3.20)

Finally, since So,lk ≈ Bcc,nor
lk , combining (3.18)-(3.20), we derive the expression of loss

probability δk as,

δk ≈
σlke

−(Bcc,nor
lk −Nlkpk)/2σlk

2

√
2π(Bcc,nor

lk −Nlkpk)
. (3.21)

Take natural logs for both sides of (3.21), we have

ln(
√
2πδk) = ln

σlk

(Bcc,nor
lk −Nlkpk)

− (Bcc,nor
lk −Nlkpk)

2

2σlk
2

. (3.22)

The first item on the RHS of (3.22) is neglectable compared with the second, so Eq. (3.22)

can be further simplified and rearranged as

Bcc,nor
lk ≈ Nlkpk + σlk

√
−2 ln δk − ln(2π). (3.23)
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Now the heuristic thought we proposed in Eq. (3.14) previously is justified with Γk =√
−2 ln δk − ln(2π), and Nlk can be solved easily from Eq. (3.23),

Nlk =
⌊
Bcc,nor

lk

pk
− 1

pk

[√
4λk(B

cc,nor
lk + λk)− 2λk

]⌋
,

where

λk = Γk
2(1− pk)/4, B

cc,nor
lk = ωlk(1− θ)Bcc

l /B
u
k .

(3.24)

Therefore, combining Eq. (3.11), (3.14) and (3.24), we can finally conclude that for the lth

CC, given the fixed bandwidth weight ωlk, users’ effective bandwidth Bu
k , loss probability

δk and active probability pk, the normalized bandwidth Bcc,nor
lk and the EC Nlk have the

relationship shown in Eq. (3.24) for each class k.

3.2.3 Equivalent Capacity in Multi-Carrier LTE-A Systems

The ECs between LTE users and LTE-A users for each class k are compared in this subsec-

tion. n CCs are considered. For the LTE users, as they cannot aggregate PRBs from different

CCs, the total EC for class k, denoted as NLTE
k , should be the summation of every Nlk.

Hence we have,

NLTE
k =

n∑
l=1

Nlk

=
n∑

l=1

⌊
Bcc,nor

lk

pk
− 1

pk

[√
4λk(B

cc,nor
lk + λk)− 2λk

]⌋
,

where

λk = Γk
2(1− pk)/4, Γk =

√
−2 ln δk − ln(2π),

Bcc,nor
lk = ωlk(1− θ)Bcc

l /B
u
k .

(3.25)

For LTE-A users, they can use PRBs from different CCs to transmit concurrently on a

wider aggregated virtual bandwidth. The normalized virtual bandwidth for each class k
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is
∑n

l=1 B
cc,nor
lk . Therefore, the total EC for class k, denoted as NLTE−A

k , is given below,

NLTE−A
k =


NLTE

k , if

⌊
n∑

l=1

Bcc,nor
lk

⌋
−

n∑
l=1

⌊Bcc,nor
lk ⌋ < 1; n∑

l=1
Bcc,nor

lk

pk
− 1

pk

[√
4λk(

n∑
l=1

Bcc,nor
lk + λk)− 2λk

] , otherwise,
(3.26)

with the same λk, Γk and Blk defined in Eq. (3.25). From Eq. (3.25) and (3.26), we can

observe that the ECs of both LTE and LTE-A users increase when one of the following

situations occurs: i) the active probability pk decreases, ii) the loss probability require-

ment δk is relaxed, or iii) the normalized bandwidth Bcc,nor increases. Besides, when⌊
n∑

l=1

Bcc,nor
lk

⌋
−

n∑
l=1

⌊Bcc,nor
lk ⌋ < 1, the maximal number of LTE-A users that can be con-

currently served is equal to that of LTE users, since even combining the left PRBs of all

CCs is not enough to support one more user. In this situation, NLTE−A
k and NLTE

k are equal,

which is called the zero-gain situation. However, when it is not the case, more PRBs will

be used by LTE-A users for multi-CC transmission, and NLTE−A
k will be larger than NLTE

k ,

which will be verifed in Section 3.5.

3.3 Equivalent Capacities with Cognitive Bandwidth Allo-

cation Weights

In this section, the cognitive-weight strategy is considered. In order to reduce the analyti-

cal complexity, we only conduct analysis on the two-user-class case. Results for cases with

more than 2 classes can be deducted following the same method. Similar to Section 3.2,

we first derive the closed-from relationship in single-carrier LTE-A systems and then ex-

tend the relationship to multi-carrier case where the ECs between LTE and LTE-A users are

compared.
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3.3.1 Single-Carrier Case

In this section, we consider downlink transmission in a single cell with only two user classes.

Without loss of generality, class 1 is assumed with higher priority than class 2. We follow the

effective bandwidth mapping in Section 3.2. All the previous notations are applicable in this

section. Moreover, we denote ωmax
l1 as the maximal bandwidth weight for class 1 in lth CC,

thus ωl1 ≤ ωmax
l1 . Then, the maximal number of class-1 users that can be served concurrently

by lth CC (denoted as Kl1) is

Kl1 =

⌊
Bcc

l ω
max
l1 (1− θ)

Bu
1

⌋
. (3.27)

Given the number of class-1 users concurrently being served nl1, the maximum number

of class-2 users that can be concurrently served by lth CC, denoted as Kl2(nl1), can be

expressed as

Kl2(nl1) =

 ⌊a(nl1)⌋ , if nl1 ≤ Kl1;

⌊a(Kl1)⌋ , if nl1 > Kl1;
(3.28)

where a(·) is a function defined as

a(x) =
Bcc

l (1− θ)− xBu
1

Bu
2

. (3.29)

As aforementioned, all the users are on or off independently with the traffic generation

model described in Subsection 3.1.2. Thus the Nl1 class-1 and Nl2 class-2 users can form two

independent birth-death random processes with (Nl1 + 1) and (Nl2 + 1) states, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 3.3. Having preemptive priority over class-2 users, one class-1 user can get

served immediately as long as ωl1 ≤ ωmax
l1 after it is accepted. As a result, the overload state

of class 1 is fixed while that of class 2 changes with nl1,

So,l1 = Kl1 + 1, So,l2 = Kl2(nl1) + 1. (3.30)
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Given the loss probability requirement δ1 and active probability p1 of class-1 users, the EC

Nl1 can be calculated similarly as Eq. (3.24),

Nl1 =
⌊
Kl1

p1
− 1

p1

[√
4λ1(Kl1 + λ1)− 2λ1

]⌋
,

where

λ1 = Γ1
2(1− p1)/4, Γ1 =

√
−2 ln δ1 − ln(2π).

(3.31)

The calculation of Nl2 is the most challenging part of the deduction. Different from the

fixed-weight strategy, Nl2 in the cognitive-weight strategy is closely related to the current

number of admitted class-1 users (denoted as Nad
l1 ). Nad

l1 is considered to be Kl1 ≪ Nad
l1 ≤

Nl1, because the number of admitted users can be much larger than the maximal number of

users that can be concurrently served due to the small active probability in the considered

scenarios.

Given Nad
l1 , ωmax

l1 and loss probability requirement δ2, we still exploit the binomial-

normal approximation to get a closed-form relationship between Bcc
l and Nl2. With the

steady-state probabilities {πi1} and {πi2}, the loss probability of class-2 users can be calcu-

lated with two parts,

δ2 =

Kl1∑
nl1=0

πnl11

Nl2∑
nl2=⌊a(nl1)⌋+1

πnl22︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1

+

Nad
l1∑

nl1=Kl1

πnl11

Nl2∑
nl2=⌊a(Kl1)⌋+1

πnl22︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2

.

where πnl11 = Cnl1

Nad
l1

p1
nl1(1− p1)

Nad
l1 −nl1 , πnl22 = Cnl2

Nl2
p2

nl2(1− p2)
Nl2−nl2 ,

nl1 = 0, 1, ..., Nad
l1 , nl2 = 0, 1, ..., Nl2.

(3.32)

A1 is the loss probability of class-2 users when there is no loss from class-1. A2 is the loss

probability when the loss of class 1 occurs, i.e., maximal bandwidth allocation weight ωmax
l1

is reached. Similar as Section 3.2, since Nad
l1 ≫ 1, Nl2 ≫ 1 and pk ≪ 1 (k = 1, 2),

the steady-state probabilities {πnlkk} can be approximated by normal distribution with mean

value Nad
l1 p1 (or Nl2p2) and variance σ2

l1 = Nad
l1 p1(1−p1) (or σ2

l2 = Nl2p2(1−p2)) as shown
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below,

δ2 =
∫ Kl1

−∞
e−(x−Nad

l1 p1)
2
/(2σl1

2)
√
2πσl1

∫ +∞
a(x)

e−(y−Nl2p2)
2/(2σl2

2)
√
2πσl2

dydx

}
A1

+
∫ +∞
Kl1

e−(x−Nad
l1 p1)

2
/(2σl1

2)
√
2πσl1

∫ +∞
a(Kl1)

e−(y−Nl2p2)
2/(2σl2

2)
√
2πσl2

dydx

}
A2.

(3.33)

We first calculate A1. Similar as Eq. (3.18)-(3.20), we utilize integration by parts to keep the

dominant parts of the single integral with respect to variable y. Then the double integral A3

is turned into single integral with respect to x as

A1 ≈
1√
2πσl1


∫ Kl1

−∞

e
− (x−Nad

l1 p1)
2

2σl1
2 − [a(x)−Nl2p2]

2

2σl2
2

√
2[a(x)−Nl2p2]/σl2

dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
A3

−
∫ Kl1

−∞

e
− (x−Nad

l1 p1)
2

2σl1
2 − [a(x)−Nl2p2]

2

2σl2
2

√
2[a(x)−Nl2p2]

3/σl2
3
dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

A4

 .

(3.34)

The approximation holds when [a(x) − Nl2p2]/(
√
2σ2) > 3 for all x ∈ (−∞, Kl1), which

can be easily satisfied by our settings. After turning A1 into single integral, we calculate A3

as labelled in Eq. (3.34). Re-define z = a(x)−Nl2p2 and A3 can be rewritten as

A3 =
σl2B

u
2√

2Bu
1

∫ +∞
a(Kl1)−Nl2p2

e
− [r−Nl1p1−(Bu

2 /Bu
1 )z]2

2σl1
2 − z2

2σl2
2 /z dz

=
σl2B

u
2√

2Bu
1

∫ +∞
a(Kl1)−Nl2p2

e−C1z
2−C2z+C3

z
dz

where

C1 =
(Bu

2 /B
u
1 )

2

2σl1
2 + 1

2σl2
2 > 0, C2 =

Bu
2 (N

ad
l1 p1−r)

σl1
2Bu

1
, C3 = −

(Nad
l1 p1−r)

2

2σl1
2 ,

r =
Bu

2+Bcc
l (1−θ)−Nl2p2B

u
2

Bu
1

≈ Bcc
l (1−θ)−Nl2p2B

u
2

Bu
1

.

(3.35)

As C1 is positive, we can still use integration by parts to only keep the first two items which

dominate the integral result,

A3 ≈ σl2B
u
2√

2Bu
1

[
1

2C1η2+C2η
− 4C1η+C2

(2C1η+C2)(2C1η2+C2η)
2

]
e−C1η2−C2η+C3 ,

where η = a(Kl1)−Nl2p2.
(3.36)
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A4 can be approximated in the same way and given as

A4 ≈
σl2

3Bu
2√

2Bu
1

[
1

η3(2C1η + C2)
− 8C1η

3 + 3C2η
2

(2C1η4 + C2η2)
2(2C1η + C2)

]
e−C1η2−C2η+C3 . (3.37)

Now we have derived the first part A1 of loss probability δ2 with the summation of A3 and

A4 as shown in Eq. (3.36) and (3.37). The second part A2 is easier to calculate, since the

two integrals in A2 are independent with each other and thus can be viewed as the product of

two single integrals with respect to x and y, respectively. Applying the integration by parts

approximation, we can get the value of A2 as

A2 ≈ 1
π
(2z12−1)

4z13
(2z22−1)

4z23
e−C1η2−C2η+C3

where z1 = (Kl1 −Nad
l1 p1)/(

√
2σl1),

z2 = [a(Kl1)−Nl2p2]/(
√
2σl2).

(3.38)

Eq. (3.36)-(3.38) can hold only if both z1 and z2 are larger than 3, which can be satis-

fied by our settings. It can be seen that A3, A4 and A2 all have the same exponential part

e−C1η2−C2η+C3 . Let ζ denote the summation of all the coefficients of the exponentials from

A1 and A2. By taking natural logs for the loss probability δ2, we can have

ln(δ2) = ln(ζ)− C1η
2 − C2η + C3, ζ > 0. (3.39)

The first item of RHS in Eq. (3.39) is neglectable compared with the remaining items, thus

Eq. (3.39) can be further simplified as

ln(δ2) ≈ −C1η
2 − C2η + C3, (3.40)

Finally, by solving Nl2 from Eq. (3.40), the closed-form relationship between EC Nl2 and
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the system bandwidth Bcc
l can be obtained given Nad

l1 , δ2, p2 and ωmax
l1 ,

Nl2 =
⌊
a(Kl1)

p2
− 1

p2

[√
4λ2l(a(Kl1) + λ2l)− 2λ2l

]⌋
,

where λ2l = Γ2l
2(1− p2)/4,

Γ2l =

√
−2 ln(δ2)− (Kl1 −Nad

l1 p1)
2
/σl1

2.

(3.41)

From Eq. (3.41), we can observe that the structure of the closed-form relationship of EC Nl2

is very similar to that of Nl1 (i.e., Eq. (3.31)), except that i) a(Kl1) is the maximal number

of class-2 users that can be concurrently served by lth CC when ωl1 reaches its maximum,

and ii) Γ2l is not only related to loss probability δ2 but also modulated by the parameters of

class 1. Furthermore, with the decrease of δ2 or the increase of ωmax
l1 , λ2l will increase and

EC Nl2 will decrease accordingly, which satisfies the intuitions.

3.3.2 Multi-Carrier Case: LTE vs. LTE-A users

In this subsection, we extend the derived closed-form relationship under the cognitive-weight

strategy to the multi-carrier case. A single-cell LTE-A system with n CCs are considered.

Similar as Subsection 3.2.3, the ECs become different between LTE users and LTE-A users.

For the LTE users, as they cannot use PRBs from different CCs concurrently, the total EC

for class k (k = 1, 2), denoted as NLTE
k , should be the summation of every Nlk, as shown

below,

NLTE
1 =

n∑
l=1

Nl1 =
n∑

l=1

⌊
Kl1

p1
− 1

p1

[√
4λ1(Kl1 + λ1)− 2λ1

]⌋
,

NLTE
2 =

n∑
l=1

Nl2 =
n∑

l=1

⌊
a(Kl1)

p2
− 1

p2

[√
4λ2l(a(Kl1) + λ2l)− 2λ2l

]⌋
,

where

λ1 = Γ1
2(1− p1)/4, Γ1 =

√
−2 ln(δ1)− ln(2π),

λ2l = Γ2l
2(1− p2)/4, Γ2l =

√
−2 ln(δ2)− (Kl1 −Nad

l1 p1)
2
/σl1

2,

Kl1 =
⌊
Bcc

l ωmax
l1 (1−θ)

Bu
1

⌋
.

(3.42)
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On the other hand, LTE-A users can use PRBs from different CCs to transmit concurrent-

ly on a wider aggregated virtual bandwidth. For class 1 with higher priority, the aggregated

virtual bandwidth is
∑n

l=1B
cc
l (1− θ)ωmax

l1 . Define

K1 := ⌊
∑n

l=1B
cc
l (1− θ)ωmax

l1 /Bu
1 ⌋ ,

â(x) := [
∑n

l=1B
cc
l (1− θ)− xBu

1 ] /B
u
2 .

(3.43)

Then the maximal number of class-2 users that can be concurrently served by n CCs when∑n
l=1 ωl1 reaches the maximum is â(K1). Thus the total EC of class k (k = 1, 2), denoted as

NLTE−A
k , is given as,

NLTE−A
1 =


NLTE

1 , if K1 −
n∑

l=1

Kl1 < 1,⌊
K1

p1
− 1

p1

[√
4λ1(K1 + λ1)− 2λ1

]⌋
, otherwise;

NLTE−A
2 =


NLTE

2 , if K1 −
n∑

l=1

Kl1 < 1 and â(
n∑

l=1

nl1)−
n∑

l=1

Kl2(nl1) < 1, ∀nl1 ≤ Kl1,⌊
â(K1)
p2
− 1

p2

[√
4λ2(â(K1) + λ2)− 2λ2

]⌋
, otherwise;

where

λ1 = Γ1
2(1− p1)/4, Γ1 =

√
−2 ln(δ1)− ln(2π),

λ2 = Γ2
2(1− p2)/4, Γ2 =

√
−2 ln(δ2)− (K1 −

∑n
l=1N

ad
l1 p1)

2
/σ1

2,

σ1
2 =

∑n
l=1N

ad
l1 p1(1− p1).

(3.44)

Under this strategy, the zero-gain situation will hardly occur since its occurring conditions

are much harder due to that the bandwidth weight of class-2 users can dynamically change

in a cognitive manner as the secondary users do in the cognitive radio networks.
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3.4 Net-Profit Maximization Under Different Bandwidth Al-

location Strategies

In previous sections, we have derived the closed-form expressions of ECs considering user

loss probability requirements for both LTE and LTE-A users under the fixed-weight and

cognitive-weight strategies. In this section, we discuss the economic tradeoff among the

bandwidth allocation weights of different user classes via a net-profit-maximization problem.

The decision of the bandwidth allocation weights should concern a combination of fac-

tors. Among these factors, operator profits, user satisfaction and the dynamic traffic condi-

tions of different user classes are the three most important ones. On one hand, the operators

tend to allocate more bandwidth to the user class that can bring higher profits per PRB, i.e.,

short-term profits. On the other hand, only maximizing the short-term profits may incur un-

desired non-neglectable user dissatisfaction for some kinds of user classes, which may in

turn hurt the operators’ long-term benefits. Therefore, the optimal decision of the bandwidth

allocation weights should balance the operators’ short-term profits and the satisfaction of all

the user classes. Moreover, to enhance the bandwidth utilization, the weight decision should

be conducted dynamically to adapt to the time-varying traffic conditions of different user

classes.

To formulate the tradeoff into an optimization problem, we consider that the average

number of users for each user class k in a single cell is constant within a certain time period

τ but changes from period to period. For a particular time period τ , denote the average

number of class-k users in the cell as Nk(τ). The Nk(τ) users can be on or off following the

traffic generation model in Subsection 3.1.2. The profit per PRB that the operator will get

from class-k users is denoted as Gk,PRB . Our objective is to maximize the net benefits that

the operator can get with considering the user satisfaction factor for each period τ .
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3.4.1 Fixed-Weight Bandwidth Allocation Strategy

For the fixed-weight strategy, the optimization problem for LTE users is given as

max
ωlk

K∑
k=1

[
min{Nk(τ), N

LTE
k }pk

Bu
k

Bsc
l Nsc

l
Gk,PRB − χk max{Nk(τ)−NLTE

k , 0}
]

s.t. equation (3.25);

l = 1, 2, ...n; k = 1, 2, ..., K,

(3.45)

where min{Nk(τ), N
LTE
k } is the actual number of admitted class-k users and max{Nk(τ)−

NLTE
k , 0} is the average number of class-k users that are rejected to get into the system. Thus

min{Nk(τ), N
LTE
k }pk

Bu
k

Bsc
l Nsc

l
is the average number of PRBs that are occupied by class-k

users within period τ . χk is a weighting parameter to adjust the relative importance of class-k

users’ satisfaction over short-term profits. The optimization can be simplified by introducing

auxiliary variables ϕk = min{Nk(τ), N
LTE
k } and φk = max{Nk(τ)−NLTE

k , 0},

max
ωlk

K∑
k=1

[
ϕkpk

Bu
k

Bsc
l Nsc

l
Gk,PRB − χkφk

]
s.t. equation (3.25), ∀k = 1, 2, ..., K;

ϕk ≤ Nk(τ), ∀k = 1, 2, ..., K;

ϕk ≤ NLTE
k , ∀k = 1, 2, ..., K;

φk ≥ Nk(τ)−NLTE
k , ∀k = 1, 2, ..., K;

φk ≥ 0, ∀k = 1, 2, ..., K;

0 ≤ ωlk ≤ 1.

(3.46)

The optimization problem (3.46) can be transformed into a quadratic constrained linear op-

timization problem, which can be effectively solved by the interior-point algorithm [88].

Similarly, for LTE-A users, the optimization problem is the same as (3.46) with replacing

Eq. (3.25) with Eq. (3.26).
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3.4.2 Cognitive-Weight Bandwidth Allocation Strategy

For the cognitive-weight strategy, the optimization problem for LTE users is formulated

similarly as

max
ωmax
l1

2∑
k=1

[
min{Nk(τ), N

LTE
k }pk

Bu
k

Bsc
l Nsc

l
Gk,PRB − χk max{Nk(τ)−NLTE

k , 0}
]

s.t. equation (3.42);

Nad
l1 = min

{
N1(τ), N

LTE
1

}
ωmax
l1 /

2∑
l=1

ωmax
l1 , ∀l = 1, 2, ..., n.

(3.47)

The main difference of optimization problem (3.47) from (3.45) is the decision of NLTE
2 . In

(3.47), NLTE
2 is closely related to the number of admitted class-1 users in each CC (i.e., Nad

l1 )

and Nad
l1 is further limited by NLTE

1 ; while in (3.45), NLTE
2 is only related to its own weight

ωl2, which is fixed for a certain τ . Therefore, although the optimal weights are determined for

both strategies, respectively, the cognitive bandwidth allocation has stronger adaptability in

capturing the time-varying traffic demands of different users, thus having higher bandwidth

utilization. Here, we consider that all the admitted LTE users in the same class are assigned

to different CCs in proportion to ωmax
l1 . The optimization can be simplified by similarly

introducing auxiliary variables ϕk = min{Nk(τ), N
LTE
k } and φk = max{Nk(τ)−NLTE

k , 0}

as

max
ωmax
l1

2∑
k=1

[
ϕkpk

Bu
k

Bsc
l Nsc

l
Gk,PRB − χkφk

]
s.t. equation (3.42), ∀k = 1, 2;

ϕk ≤ Nk(τ), ∀k = 1, 2;

ϕk ≤ NLTE
k , ∀k = 1, 2;

φk ≥ Nk(τ)−NLTE
k , ∀k = 1, 2;

φk ≥ 0, ∀k = 1, 2;

Nad
l1 = ϕ1 ω

max
l1 /

2∑
l=1

ωmax
l1 , ∀l = 1, 2, ..., n;

0 ≤ ωmax
l1 ≤ 1.

(3.48)
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The optimization problem (3.48) is still solvable following [88]. For LTE-A users, the opti-

mization problem is the same as (3.48) except that i) Eq. (3.42) is replaced by Eq. (3.44);

ii) the equation about Nad
l1 is replaced by

n∑
l=1

Nad
l1 = ϕ1 since all the CCs can be aggregated

as a virtual band and it is not necessary to know the specific value of each Nad
l1 .

3.5 Performance Evaluation

To validate our proposed closed-form expression of EC, system-level simulations are con-

ducted with Matlab for downlink transmissions in a single cell. Furthermore, the ECs are

compared between LTE users and LTE-A users for both fixed-weight and cognitive-weight

strategies. Finally, the results of the formulated optimization problems are presented to il-

lustrate the economic advantages of CA and the cognitive bandwidth allocation strategy.

The main simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, where the effective

bandwidth is measured by the number of PRBs per user, i.e., P u
k .

Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters I
Parameter Group 1 Values

transmission power spectrum density, P0 0.2 W/Hz
noise power spectrum density, N0 10−9 W/Hz

path loss exponent, a 3
cell radius, Rcell 500m

standard variance of shadowing X 8dB
Rayleigh scale parameter, σ 0.5dB
Subcarrier bandwidth, Bsc

l 15kHz
Number of subcarriers per PRB, Nsc

l 12

3.5.1 Effective Bandwidth

We first show how the effective bandwidth Bu
k changes with the minimum throughput re-

quirement ruk in Fig. 3.4 via Monte Carlo simulations. The Parameter values in Table 3.1 are

used. It can be seen that for all the simulated values of e, Bu
k presents a non-decreasing trend

with increasing ruk . This is because the system has to spend more bandwidth to guarantee
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Table 3.2 Simulation Parameters II
Parameter Group 2 Class-1 Values Class-2 Values
Number of CCs, n 1∼5 1∼5
CC bandwidth, Bcc

l 20MHz 20MHz
Number of PRBs per user, Pu

k 8∼20 1∼10
Loss probability, δk 10−5 ∼ 10−1 10−6 ∼ 10−3

Active probability, pk 0.02∼0.2 0.02∼0.2
Total percentage of GBs, θ 0.1 0.1

Normalized profit per PRB, Gk,PRB 3 2
Satisfaction weighting factor, χk 0.075 0.05
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Figure 3.4. Effective bandwidth vs. ruk under different e values.

a larger minimum throughput requirement given e and the wireless channel statistics. For

each curve, the flat part occurs, because a PRB is the minimum bandwidth allocation unit.

Besides, we can observe that the effective bandwidth increases faster with smaller e. This is

explained as follows. According to Eq. (3.10), e is positively correlated with ruk/B
u
k . There-

fore, if ruk increases by a fixed ratio, Bu
k has to increase by larger ratio for smaller e, that is,

for smaller e, the slope of the ruk -Bu
k curve is larger.

3.5.2 Fixed-Weight Strategy

In this subsection, we evaluate the EC performance of the fixed-weight strategy. We first

consider single user class to show how the ECs NLTE and NLTE−A vary with different

parameters. The class-1 values of Parameter Group 2 in Table 3.2 are used. Both analytical
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and simulated results are shown in Fig. 3.5, where the four evaluated parameters are loss

probability δ1, the number of assigned PRBs P u
k , the number of aggregated CCs n, and

active probability p1. The default values are p1=0.04, n=5, P u
1 =16, δ1 = 10−3. We have the

following observations.
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Figure 3.5. Fixed-weight strategy: ECs under 4 different parameters

i) It can be seen that the analytical and simulated results match well under all parameters

for both LTE-A and LTE users, except when the loss probability is higher than 0.01 in Fig.

3.5(a). The reason is that when the loss probability is very high (e.g., larger than 0.01), the

third item of Eq. (3.19) becomes non-negligible since z is very close to or even lower than
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3, making the approximation inaccurate.

ii) For all subfigures, the ECs of LTE-A users surpass those of LTE users significantly

except in the zero-gain situations. The gain (i.e., the ratio of ECs between LTE-A and LTE

users) comes from the semi-usage PRBs mentioned in Subsection . Given that these PRBs

only account for a very small portion of the whole transmission bandwidth, the notable gain

can be explained as follows. Recall Eq. (3.25) and (3.26), due to the introduction of δk, EC

increases nonlinearly and faster when the normalized bandwidth increases. Take the default

settings of Fig. 3.5 as an intuitive example: The 5 CCs can concurrently serve at most 30 LTE

users or 31 LTE-A users. When there are 31 LTE users in the system, the loss probability

is p31. When there are 32 LTE-A users, the loss probability is p32. As p ≪ 1, p32 is much

smaller than p31. Hence, many more LTE-A users can be admitted into the system to make

the two loss probabilities the same, which causes the gain to be around 2.

iii) The gain increases as the number of PRBs per user or the number of aggregated CCs

increases (except for the zero-gain situation), but stays unchanged with the active probability.

This is because the portion of the semi-usage PRBs becomes larger (except the zero-gain

situation) with the increase of the number of PRBs per user or CCs, resulting in a larger

spectrum utilization with LTE-A users, while the utilization stays the same for different

active probabilities.

iv) The zero-gain situations occur in Fig. 3.5(b) when the number of assigned PRBs per

user is equal to 9-11,14 or 20. The reason is as follows. Based on the parameter settings,

there are totally 100 PRBs per CC. If we take P u
1 = 9 as an example, at most 11 users can be

concurrently served in each CC. When n = 5, the left 5 PRBs (one from each CC) are still

not enough to support one more user cooperatively. As a result, the bandwidth utilization

remains the same for LTE and LTE-A users, leading to zero gain.

Besides, a two-user-class case is further simulated to exhibit the relationship between the

ECs of two user classes under different bandwidth weights, as shown in Fig. 3.6, where LTE

and LTE-A users are considered, respectively. The default parameter values of class 1 are the

same as the above single-class case; and those of class 2, i.e., P u
2 , p2 and δ2 are set to be 15,
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Figure 3.6. Fixed-weight strategy: The EC relation between 2 user classes

0.06 and 10−4, respectively. From Fig. 3.6, we can observe that the ECs of the two classes

present a strong negative correlation and either achieves the maximum when assigned with

the whole transmission bandwidth.

3.5.3 Cognitive-Weight Strategy

In this subsection, we evaluate the EC performance for the cognitive-weight strategy with

two user classes. As the main difference from the previous strategy is the EC of the lower-

priority user class (i.e., class 2), we only present the ECs of class-2 users with different

changing parameters. As shown in Fig. 3.7-3.8, both analytical and simulated results are

given and the Parameter Group 2 in Table 3.2 is used. The default settings are: 1) δ1 = 10−4,

δ2 = 10−3, P u
1 = 7, P u

2 = 5, n = 4, p1 = 0.02, and p2 = 0.06; 2) ωmax
l1 = 0.8 and the

actually admitted number of class-1 users Nad
l1 is set to be 90% of the EC Nl1.

First, it can be observed that the analytical and simulated results match well in both Fig.

3.7 and 3.8 except two cases: when the loss probability is larger than 10−3 (Fig. 3.7(a))

and when ωmax
l1 is less than 0.3 (Fig. 3.8). These relatively large gaps are expected and can

be explained with the similar reason as in the fixed-weight strategy: when δ2 > 10−3 or

ωmax
l1 < 0.3, the condition that z2 in Eq. (3.38) should be larger than 3 cannot hold, and thus

our approximation method becomes inaccurate.
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Figure 3.7. Cognitive-weight strategy: ECs of class-2 users under different parameters.

Besides, the EC gain of the class-2 LTE-A users over the LTE users increases when the

number of CCs, the number of assigned PRBs per user or ωmax
l1 increases, while stays almost

unchanged with the active probability. This can be explained with the same reason as in the

fixed-weight strategy in terms of bandwidth utilization. Moreover, no zero-gain situations

occur in Fig. 3.7(b) when P u
2 changes. This is because for cognitive-weight strategy, the

conditions for the zero-gain situation are much harder to achieve since the parameters of

both user classes are involved therein, as indicated in Eq. (3.44).
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Figure 3.8. Cognitive-weight strategy:
ECs of class-2 users with changing ωmax

l1 .
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Figure 3.9. EC comparison between two
strategies.
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Figure 3.10. Annual average hourly
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Figure 3.11. Net profits comparison
between two strategies.

To compare the performance between the fixed-weight and cognitive-weight strategies,

Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10-3.11 are shown respectively in the respect of EC and the achieved

normalized operator profits. The Parameter Group 2 in Table 3.2 is used with the same

default settings as Subsection 3.5.3 except n = 5.
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Fig. 3.9 shows how class-2 ECs under different strategies change with the allocation

weight of class-1 users. Nad
l1 is set to the full EC Nl1. It can be found that the ECs under the

cognitive-weight strategy are considerably higher than those under the fixed-weight strategy

for both LTE and LTE-A users. For some weight values, the ECs of LTE users under the

cognitive-weight strategy are even close to those of LTE-A users under the fixed-weight one.

This is because the bandwidth weight of class-2 users under the cognitive-weight strategy can

dynamically change in a cognitive manner as the secondary users do in the typical cognitive

radio networks. As a result, more class-2 users can be concurrently served on average, and

thus larger EC will be obtained under the same loss probability requirement.

Furthermore, we compare the optimal net profits obtained from the utility-maximization

problems formulated in Section 3.4. The scales of the collected annual average hourly traffic

in [89] are used to generate the hourly average number of users per cell in Fig. 3.10. The

hourly optimal net profits are presented in Fig. 3.11. We can observe that the cognitive-

weight strategy outperforms the fixed-weight one significantly for most of the time. The gain

comes from that the class-2 ECs under the cognitive-weight strategy are larger when both

strategies have the same the class-1 ECs. As shown in Fig. 3.11, for the LTE-A users, when

the traffic load is light (e.g., 1-6a.m.), all the users in the cell can be admitted into the system,

thus the net benefits under two strategies are the same. As the traffic load increases (e.g., 6-

7a.m.), the cell under the fixed-weight strategy will be first saturated and the net profits will

be affected by the increasing user dissatisfaction from the rejected users. Since the cell in

the cognitive-weight strategy has larger EC, the corresponding net profits will be higher.

However, when there are too many users in the cell (e.g., 7-9a.m.), user dissatisfaction will

have larger impact on the net profits, thus leading to a profit reduction. The curves of the

LTE users can be explained similarly.
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3.6 Summary

In this work, we have studied the EC performance of LTE-A systems with CA for LTE and

LTE-A users under two bandwidth allocation strategies. The concept of effective bandwidth

has been introduced to map the user throughput requirement into the bandwidth requirement

with considering the wireless channel statistics. Then, closed-form expressions of EC have

been derived with the binomial-normal approximation for both kinds of users under both

strategies. We have further formulated a net-profit-maximization problem to investigate the

tradeoff among the bandwidth weights for heterogeneous user classes. Finally, extensive

simulations have demonstrated the accuracy of our analytical results and shown: i) with

only a small increase in the spectrum utilization, LTE-A users can have considerably higher

EC than LTE users when the user traffic is bursty; and that ii) the cognitive-weight strategy

performs better than the fixed-weight one due to stronger adaptability to the traffic load

conditions. For the future work, we will investigate the EC performance of LTE-A systems

in a multi-cell scenario.
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Chapter 4

Cross-Layer Carrier Selection and Power

Control for LTE-A Uplink with CA

There have been abundant research works related to CA-based LTE-A systems. Many stud-

ies focus on downlink RRM in LTE-A systems. However, these works can not be directly

applied to the uplink CA due to some significant differences. First, the user power constraint

is usually a main limitation on the RRM performance. When a user reaches its maximum

transmission power, it may not be possible to improve the throughput even if more com-

ponent carriers (CCs) are allocated to the user. Second, multi-CC transmission in CA can

increase the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) and inter-modulation power consump-

tion [49], which further lead to a non-neglectable reduction in user’s maximum transmission

power. These effects, referred to as power offset effects in this chapter, degrade the user

performance inevitably. Thus, it is essential and challenging to address the RRM issues in

uplink CA.

There are some recent works [39, 40, 50] dealing with the above issues in uplink CA.

However, these works have not considered how the time-variabilities of either CC load con-

ditions or the offset effects impact the RRM performance in uplink CA. In fact, the RRM

decisions should be tightly related to the current CC load conditions in order to efficiently

utilize the limited user transmission power; and the user power offset should vary with the
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number of CCs and the instantaneous resource block occupation conditions. Therefore, it is

critical to involve the time-varying features into the RRM strategy design.

In this chapter, we incorporate the time-varying CC load conditions and the infamous

power offset effects into the RRM framework, and explore the uplink CC selection and pow-

er control process in a single cell. A cross-layer joint CC selection and power control strategy

is proposed, which can significantly improve the average user throughput by maximizing the

power utilization of the newly admitted user. Specifically, the contributions of this work are

fourfold. First, given the current CC load conditions, we put forward a novel quantitative es-

timation method to predict the average number of RBs that one newly admitted user can get

from each CC, leveraging the fairness property of the Layer-2 packet scheduling. Second,

the power offset is modeled as a function of the number of assigned CCs and occupied RBs

in each CC for each user. Third, based on the estimation results and power offset model,

an optimization problem is formulated and solved to find the optimal CC selection decision

and power allocation values, such that the user power utilization can be maximized. Final-

ly, comprehensive simulations are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed

estimation method and show the performance gain over the existing strategy.

4.1 System Model

We consider the uplink of a single-cell LTE-A system with n aggregated CCs. Users arrive in

the system following a Poisson process with parameter λ and are uniformly distributed across

the cell. Each user i has a payload of Pi bits to transmit. Denote the maximum transmission

power in dBm and the subset of CCs assigned to user i as Pi,max and Ci (i ∈ 1, 2, ...),

respectively. As user equipment (UE) power limitation due to multi-CC transmission is the

main emphasis in this work, only LTE-A users are involved in the following discussions.

For Layer-3 CC selection process, to achieve better performance in terms of throughput

and user fairness, load balancing is considered in this work to guarantee all the CCs to be

equally loaded. A simple yet effective load balancing strategy is adopted, where the CC with
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the least number of users will be prioritized to bear the newly admitted user. As a result, the

difference between the numbers of users in different CCs can be kept under a relatively low

level at any time. The strategy is referred to as Least-First in this chapter.

The performance of Layer-2 packet scheduling (PS) is tightly coupled with the spectrum

access technologies. Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) is se-

lected here for LTE-A uplink with CA, which is beneficial to users in the point of power con-

sumption due to its low PAPR compared to its alternative, i.e., OFDMA. Under SC-FDMA

technology, the allocated RBs to a UE must be contiguous. A commonly used scheduler,

namely Proportional Fair (PF), is adopted independently in each CC to maintain fairness a-

mong UEs within a single CC [90]. The basic rationale of PF scheduling is to first select the

UE that maximizes a given metric and expand its bandwidth until another UE has a higher

metric value on the vicinal RB(s). With PF, UEs in one single CC can have approximately

equal long-time average throughput.

Layer-1 power control is implemented according to the formula standardized in [91]. The

optional closed-loop regulations are not considered here. If we denote the number of RBs

occupied by user i in jth CC as NRB
i,j , the transmission power that user i spends on CC j

(denoted as Pi,j) can be expressed as follows,

Pi,j = min{Pmax
i,j , P0 + 10log10(N

RB
i,j ) + αLi} (dBm), (4.1)

where P0 and α are CC-specific power control parameters. In this study, we focus on intra-

band CA where all the aggregated carriers lie in the same frequency band and have same P0

and α. Li is the path loss in dB due to slow fading,

Li = 10βlog10(Di) +X (dB), (4.2)

where β is the path loss exponent, Di is the distance between UE i and its associated base

station, and X is a normal-distributed random variable. Note that equation (4.1) is only a

raw power allocation plan on each CC. When multiple CCs are assigned to user i, the total
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planned power may exceed the maximum available power, thus leading to the necessity to

further scale all the power values Pi,j (j ∈ Ci).

The estimated power offset when user i is transmitting on multiple CCs concurrently is

denoted as Pi,offset in dB. Pi,offset depends on many factors such as the number of assigned

CCs and allocated RBs in each CC, modulation and coding schemes and so forth, making

it a complicated issue [49]. In this work, we model Pi,offset as a function of the number of

assigned CCs (i.e., |Ci|) and RBs in each CC as below, instead of a constant in [50],

Pi,offset = (|Ci| − 1 + θ
∑
j∈Ci

NRB
i,j )Pback (dB), (4.3)

where θ (≪ 1) and Pback are CC-specific constants. Note that Pi,offset is not a power value

but a scaling ratio in dB.

Shannon formula is used for physical layer rate estimation1. For each user i, its through-

put on RB c (denoted as Ri,c) is achieved by,

Ri,c = WRBlog2

{
1 +

10[(Pi,c−Li)−30]/10

N0

}
(bit/s), (4.4)

where WRB is the bandwidth per RB, Pi,c is the power in dBm of user i on RB c, and N0 is

the noise power on RB c.

With all the settings above, our objective is to work out a smart joint CC selection and

power control scheme to maximize the utilization of users’ transmission power and mitigate

the power offset effects brought by the nature of CA. An estimation method on the average

number of RBs that a newly arrived UE can get from each CC is proposed to help the decision

process, where UE location and current load CC conditions are carefully considered.

1There are several other varietal Shannon Formulas when the MAC and PHY mechanisms are specified,
e.g., considering the HARQ constraints [92, 93]. But in this paper we consider the most basic one to give a
clear demonstration on the relationship among rate, bandwidth and power.
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4.2 Joint CC Selection and Power Control Algorithm

In this section, we first present the estimation method for average NRB
i,j , leveraging the fair-

ness properties of PF scheduling. Based on the estimation, the joint CC selection and power

control scheme is put forward, considering user power constraints and offset effects. Pseudo-

codes are provided at last to reveal the structure of the entire scheme at a glance.

4.2.1 Estimation Method for Average User Bandwidth

As mentioned in Subsection 6.1.2, PF method is adopted independently in each CC for

Layer-2 packet scheduling. As shown in [90], PF scheduling guarantees that users within

one CC can have nearly the same long-time average throughput (verified via simulation in

Section 6.4). As the duration of one TTI is only 1ms [11], it is very reasonable that the

users’ inter-arrival time is much larger than one TTI, thus being sufficient for the users to

have approximately equal throughput in one CC before next user arrival or departure.

Let R̂RB
i,j denote the estimated average throughput of user i on each RB in CC j from the

time when user i is assigned to CC j to that of next user arrival or departure in CC j. We call

this period as the stable period of user i. The set of users transmitting on CC j within this

period is denoted as Uj . Thus

R̂RB
i,j NRB

i,j = Aj, ∀i ∈ Uj, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, (4.5)

where NRB
i,j is the estimated average number of RBs in CC j allocated to user i within the

stable period. Aj is a constant for each j. For CC j, denote the total number of RBs as NCC
RB,j

and we have, ∑
i∈Uj

NRB
i,j = NCC

RB,j, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. (4.6)

Combining (4.5) and (4.6), it can be found that if R̂RB
i,j is known for each user i and CC j,

then NRB
i,j can be easily calculated. Recall the power control equation standardized in (4.1),
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when the maximum transmission power is not exceeded, the equation can be rearranged as

Pi,j
′

NRB
i,j

= Γ · 10
αLi
10 (W ),

where

Γ = 10
(P0−30)

10 ,

P ′
i,j = 10

(Pi,j−30)

10 .

(4.7)

Γ here is a constant and P ′
i,j is another version of Pi,j in the unit of W . As a result, the

LHS of equation (4.7) indicates the average power from user i allocated to each RB in CC j.

Denote the LHS of (4.7) as P̂i,c, turn it into the form of dBm and substitute it into (4.4). We

can get R̂RB
i,j as

R̂RB
i,j = WRBlog2

[
1 +

Γ · 10(α−1)Li/10

N0

]
. (4.8)

Therefore, it can be concluded that if a newly arrived user i∗ is assigned to CC j, combining

(4.5) (4.6) and (4.8), we can calculate that the estimated average number of RBs that user i∗

can occupy in CC j within its stable period is

NRB
i∗,j =

NCC
RB,j

R̂RB
i∗,j ·

∑
i∈Uj

(R̂RB
i,j )−1

, (4.9)

where R̂RB
i∗,j and R̂RB

i,j are achieved from equation (4.8). From equation (4.9) we can see that

the proposed estimation method incorporates not only the user path loss (in the estimation of

transmission rate per RB) but also the current load conditions (i.e., number of existing users

in each CC) into consideration and thus being more adaptive and accurate.
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4.2.2 Joint CC Selection and Power Control

Based on the above estimations and the standardized power control function in (4.1), the

estimated total transmission power of UE i∗ on set Ci (denoted as P̂i∗,total) is

P̂i∗,total (dBm)

= min{Pi∗,max − P̂i∗,offset, 10log10

( ∑
j∈Ci∗

P̂i∗,j

)
− 30},

where

P̂i∗,j = 10[P0+10log10(N
RB
i∗,j)+αLi∗−30]/10 (W ),

P̂i∗,offset = (|Ci∗| − 1 + θ
∑

j∈Ci∗

NRB
i∗,j )Pback (dB).

(4.10)

Note that P̂i∗,j and P̂i∗,offset are both estimated values achieved from equations (4.1) and

(4.3), respectively. Then our estimation-based CC selection process can be described as that

when a user i∗ is admitted by the system, the CC selection entity will choose a CC subset Ci∗

for user i∗ that maximizes the estimated value P̂i∗,total under the RR load balancing strategy,

i.e.,
max
Ci

P̂i∗,total

s.t. Least− First load balancing;

Equation (4.9) and (4.10).

(4.11)

According to [11], currently CA only supports the aggregation of maximum 5 CCs. There-

fore, an enumeration method is sufficient to find the optimal solution for (4.11).

Note that NRB
i∗,j is only an estimated long-time average value used for decision making

in the CC selection process. After the newly arrived user is assigned with a CC subset, the

number of RBs that it can occupy is variant in different TTIs. Therefore, the power control

function for each user must be dynamic and operate on the basis of actual RB-allocation

circumstances per TTI. In one time slot, if the actual number of RBs user i can obtain from

CC j is NRB
i,j , then the total power user i is supposed to use (denoted as Pi,total) and the actual

power offset Pi,offset can be achieved via equation (4.1) and (4.3), respectively. Inspired
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by [94], if the maximum available transmission power is exceeded after considering the

effect of power offset, the user transmission power on each CC will be decreased by the

factor ∆ = (Pi,total − Pi,max + Pi,offset). In this way, the actual power that user i spends on

each CC j in Ci (referred to as Pi,j in dBm) is shown below,

Pi,j =


P0 + 10log10(N

RB
i,j ) + αLi, if ∆ ≤ 0

P0 + 10log10(N
RB
i,j ) + αLi −∆, otherwise,

(4.12)

In each CC j, Pi,j is equally shared by the NRB
i,j occupied RBs. Note that the subset Ci

will not be changed once assigned to user i till the end of its transmission while Pi,j will be

dynamically adjusted every TTI.

To summarize the proposed joint CC selection and power control algorithm, a pseudo-

code is presented in Algorithm 2. For a new user arrival, the total time complexity of the

algorithm is calculated as,

O(nlog(n)) +O(n) = O(nlog(n)), (4.13)

where n is the number of CCs. The first item on the LHS is the complexity for sorting the

number of currently active users on each CC in an increasing order, which is in the order of

O(nlog(n)). The second item on the LHS is the complexity for determining how many CCs

should be assigned to the newly arrived user.

4.3 Performance Evaluation

4.3.1 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed joint CC selection and power control strategy,

system-level simulations are conducted in a single-cell SC-FDMA-based uplink scenario.

Users arrive following a Poisson process with parameter λ and are uniformly distributed
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Algorithm 1 Joint CC Selection and Power Control
1: Let Nj be the number of currently active users in CC j.
2: Nj ← 0, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}; t← 0
3: New user i∗ arrives at tth TTI
4: while 1 do
5: /*CC selection procedure*/
6: Sort Nj in an increasing order. Let Index contain the
7: original indices corr. to the sorted list of Nj;
8: k ← 1, P̂i∗,total ← 0, Ci∗ ← ∅;
9: while k ≤ n do

10: j ← Index(k), Ci∗ ← Ci∗ ∪ {j};
11: Calculate P̂i∗,total and P̂i∗,offset from equation
12: (4.10);
13: if P̂i∗,total ≤ 10(Pi∗,max−P̂i∗,offset−30)/10 then
14: Nj ← Nj + 1;
15: k ← k + 1;
16: else
17: Ci∗ ← Ci∗ \ {j};
18: break;
19: end if
20: end while
21: while No new user is admitted do
22: /*Layer-2 PF scheduling*/
23: for each j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} do
24: PF scheduling;
25: end for
26: /*Power Control*/
27: Determine Pi,j for all users from equation (4.12)
28: if User i finishes transmission then
29: Nj ← Nj − 1,∀j ∈ Ci

30: end if
31: Proceed to next TTI, t← t+ 1
32: end while
33: end while

within the cell coverage. The slow fading (distance-related path loss plus shadowing) re-

mains unchanged for each user while frequency-selective fast fading is updated every TTI

according to the Typical Urban (TU) channel model profile [95]. The shadowing effects

are modeled as a normal variable with zero mean. Main default parameters and settings are
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summarized in Table 5.1 for reference.

In addition, to better illustrate the performance gain, the path-loss-threshold-based CC

assignment algorithm in [50] is also simulated for comparison. The algorithm derives a path-

loss threshold to classify users into power-constrained and non-power-constrained groups,

and assign all CCs to the former but only one CC to the latter.

Table 4.1 Main Default Simulation Parameters
Parameters Values

User Arrival Rate , λ 1/50 ms−1

User Payload Pi 15Mbits
Cell Radius 1500m

Path Loss Factor β 3
Shadowing Statistics µ = 0 dB, σ = 8 dB

Noise Power per RB, N0 −116dBm
[α, P0] [0.6,−58dBm]

Max Tx Power per UE, Pi,max 23dBm
Power Offset Constant, [Pback, θ] [3dB, 0.01]

Number of Carriers, n 5
Number of RBs per CC, NCC

RB,j 50
Bandwidth per RB, WRB 180KHz

TD Scheduling Least-First
FD Scheduling Proportional Fair

4.3.2 Simulation Results

We first simulate the user fairness performance of PF scheduling to validate the proposed

estimation method. The fairness metric used in [90] is adopted in our verification, which is

a data-rate fairness criterion expressed as:

F (∆t) = [
N∑
i=1

Ri(∆t)]2/[N ·
N∑
i=1

Ri
2(∆t)], (4.14)

where Ri(∆t) is the actual data rate that user i achieved in ∆t when N users are sharing RBs

in one CC. It can be seen that F (∆t) reaches its maximum value 1 only when all the users

have equal actual data rates in ∆t. Simulations are conducted in one single CC for different

∆t and N , and the results are shown in Fig. 4.1. It can be observed that for all simulated N ,
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the user fairness metric converges to 1 eventually after a sufficient time duration. The reason

is that PF scheduling considers not only the estimated instantaneous but also the average

past user throughput and makes a fair tradeoff between current channel conditions and user

throughput history. Besides, the figure shows that the convergence speed is smaller with

larger N , which matches the intuition well that the more users in one CC, the longer time it

takes for the PF scheduler to balance all the users. Note that since one TTI is only 1ms, the

user inter-arrival time is sufficiently long to guarantee a good fairness performance in most

cases.
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Figure 4.2. Power utilization with the
number of assigned CCs.

Then, we examine how the power utilization of the user terminal changes with the num-

ber of CCs assigned to one user. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2. It can be seen that with

the increase of the number of assigned CCs, the maximum available transmission power in

the user terminal keeps increasing due to the power offset effects; the actual transmission

power that the terminal uses first increases and then reduces. The highest power utilization

(i.e., the user actual transmission power over the total terminal power) is achieved when the

user is assigned with 3 CCs instead of all 5 CCs. The observation validates that it is not

always good to assign a user with as many CCs as possible.

At last, we compare the performance between our proposed estimation-based CC se-
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lection strategy and the threshold-based one. Two measurements are emphasized in our

simulation, i.e., CC occupation per user and the average user throughput. The results under

different user inter-arrival times (i.e., 1/λ) are shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, respectively.

CC occupation indicates the average number of CCs each user can be assigned in the

whole simulation process. From Fig. 4.3, it can be seen that the CC occupation per user

under our proposed strategy is higher than that under the threshold-based one. Besides,

the former one decreases when the average user inter-arrival time increases while the latter

one remains almost unchanged. The reason is that under the threshold-based algorithm, the

number of CCs one user can get is only related to its pass loss. In such a case, when one user

arrives, the probability whether it is assigned with one CC or all CCs is a constant regardless

of the load conditions in each CC. As a result, the average CC occupation does not change.

However, with our proposed strategy, when the average inter-arrival time 1/λ increases, it

is more likely that more users are active in one CC, resulting in a decrease in the average

number of RBs one user can get from one CC. In this case, one user will spend less power

on one CC and thus can afford concurrent transmissions in more CCs. In other words, higher

CC load conditions can make more previously power-constrained users become non-power-

constrained, and thus being assigned with more CCs. By taking into account the time-varying
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CC load conditions, the CC occupation under the proposed strategy is relatively larger than

that in the compared strategy.

The throughput comparison is shown in Fig. 4.4. It can be observed that for most 1/λ

values, the average user throughput under the proposed strategy is considerably higher than

that achieved under the estimation-based strategy, however, when the CCs are heavily loaded

(i.e., when 1/λ is very small, e.g., 30 and 40), the results are opposite even though the CC

occupation per user under the proposed strategy is very high. The reason for this interesting

phenomenon is that when the CCs are heavily loaded, the newly admitted user i has a higher

probability to be assigned with multiple CCs since the power it needs to use on each CC is

smaller. In this way, although the throughput of user i is improved, the throughput of other

existing users in CCs belonging to Ci will be affected. As the size of Ci is very likely bigger

under the proposed strategy, more existing users will be affected, which will counterbalance

the throughput gain achieved by user i and even result in a worse average user throughput.

But when the average user inter-arrival time increases, the throughput gain surpasses the loss

and the advantage of our proposed strategy shows up.

Another key reason for the throughput gain is that the infamous power offset effect is

properly dealt with in the proposed strategy. Since the maximum available transmission

power will be reduced with more CCs, instead of assigning all the CCs to the non-power-

constrained users, a subset of CCs is carefully chosen for each newly admitted non-power-

constrained user based on the current CC load conditions so that users’ actual transmission

power can be maximized.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the cross-layer RRM performance of uplink CA in LTE-A

systems. A joint CC selection and power control strategy is proposed to enhance the average

user throughput, considering the user power constraints and offset effects. In specific, an

estimation-based method is first put forward to calculate the expected number of RBs that
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one newly admitted user can get from each CC, with considering the dynamic CC load con-

ditions. Then a user-power-utilization maximization problem is formulated to determine the

optimal CC subset. Dynamic power control are conducted thereafter in every TTI accord-

ing to the actual number of occupied RBs for each user. Extensive simulation results have

demonstrated that the average user throughput under the proposed strategy is considerably

higher due to better power utilization. For the future work, we will investigate the impact of

intercell interference and different channel model profiles on the CC selection performance

with different QoS metrics.
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Chapter 5

Probabilistic QoS Provisioning in LTE-A

HetNets with Partial Spectrum Usage

In this chapter, we investigate the QoS provisioning issue in LTE-A HetNets with PSU mech-

anism. Users that require ubiquitous mobility support or low-rate services connect to MBSs,

while FBSs are deployed to serve the users that require high-data-rate transmissions. Hybrid-

access FCells are considered where a subset of carriers are reserved for the FCell subscribers

(FSs), while another disjoint subset is open to provide paid services to FCell nonsubscribers

(FNSs). Two challenging issues are addressed: i) under PSU, both the FCell random be-

haviors and the inter-macro interference are deliberately modeled and incorporated into the

performance analysis framework, with considering the users’ QoS requirements and CA ca-

pabilities; and ii) the interplay between MBSs and FBSs is formulated into correlated utility

maximization problems to determine the optimal RA decisions.

Specifically, we first model the locational randomness of MBSs, FBSs and users into

Poisson Point Processes (PPPes) [79]. Stochastic Geometry theory is exploited to obtain

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) distributions and ergodic throughput (measures

long-term average user throughput) for different user types in each CC. The deduction con-

siders PSU mechanism, user CA capabilities and configurable user bandwidth. To satisfy

the QoS requirements of different user types with appropriate bandwidth assignment, the
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concept effective bandwidth [78] is leveraged to provide a unified bandwidth for each user

type based on the derived SINR distributions. With the derived effective bandwidth, users

are provided with probabilistic QoS guarantee. Particularly, to make the decision process for

effective bandwidth practical and tractable, an heuristic iterative algorithm named QA-EB

algorithm is proposed. Then, the interplay of RA between MCells and FCells is formulated

into a two-level Stackelberg game. In the game, based on the aggregate throughput of FB-

Ss, MBSs first impose an interference-related price upon FBSs, and FBSs adjust their PSU

policy accordingly. A backward induction method is proposed to achieve the Stackelberg

equilibrium (i.e., optimal price and PSU policy). The method shows how the price and PSU

policy are tuned to maximize the utilities of both parties. Finally, simulation results validate

our analytical ones, and the Stackelberg equilibrium is demonstrated under different user

QoS requirements and CA capabilities.

5.1 System Model

In this section, the PPP-based HetNets layout is first presented. The bandwidth access mech-

anisms and physical channel model are then introduced, followed by the interaction model

between macro and femto cells.

5.1.1 Network Deployment

As shown in Fig. 5.1, we consider an arbitrary region A with area |A|, where the MBSs and

FBSs are deployed as homogeneous PPPes with density measure λMBS and λFBS , respec-

tively. In other words, MBSs (or FBSs) are uniformly distributed within A with the total

number following a Poisson distribution - Poisson(λMBS|A|) (or Poisson(λFBS|A|)). Due

to much smaller transmission powers, FCell coverage is much smaller than MCell coverage.

The sets of MBSs and FBSs are denoted as ΦMBS and ΦFBS , respectively.

The MCell users (MUs) are distributed within A following a homogeneous PPP with

density λMU . Each MU connects to its nearest MBS for service. Under such an association
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Figure 5.1. The network layout of HetNets.

policy, the actual coverage of an MBS becomes a Voronoi cell [80] where any point in a

Voronoi cell has a shorter distance to the associated MBS than to other MBSs. The FSs (or

FNSs) are distributed as a homogeneous PPP with density λFS (or λFNS), in a disk coverage

of FCell with radius RF .

5.1.2 Bandwidth Allocation Mechanisms

The system bandwidth consists of N carriers. Each carrier i (∈ {1, ..., N}) is further divided

into Pi orthogonal Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs1), each with bandwidth WPRB. A PRB

is the minimum bandwidth allocation unit in LTE-A systems, as shown in Fig. 5.2. In carrier

i, the PRBs are all orthogonal. One PRB can only be assigned to one user within 1 subframe

of 1ms, while one user can occupy several PRBs concurrently. The PRBs assigned to one

user can be contiguous or not [11].

All users are assumed to have a CA capability nagg indicating that a user can transmit

on nagg carriers simultaneously. One MU requires a minimum throughput rMU
u , while one

FS or FNS enjoying high-speed services requires minimum throughput rFu (rFu > rMU
u ).

To provide the users with probabilistic guarantee on the throughput requirement, each MU,

FS and FNS is assigned with effective bandwidth WMU
i , W FS

i and W FNS
i , respectively in

1LTE-A is built upon the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) technology, and a
PRB consists of 12 contiguous OFDMA subcarriers.
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Figure 5.2. Bandwidth structure of HetNets under PSU.

carrier i, such that

Pr
(

N∑
i=1

RMU
i (WMU

i ) < rMU
u

)
< e≪ 1,

Pr
(

N∑
i=1

RT
i (W

T
i ) < rFu

)
< e≪ 1, T ∈ {FS, FNS},

(5.1)

where RT
i (W

T
i ) denotes the ergodic throughput that a type-T user can get from carrier i

given effective bandwidth W T
i , and e denotes a small positive value much smaller than 1.

Eq. (6.5) means that the total ergodic rate of all carriers for a user should be smaller than its

required throughput with a very small probability.

For the access mechanism, each MBS operates on all N carriers to serve MUs, while

each hybrid-access FBS randomly and independently chooses nres carriers to serve the FSs

and nopen disjoint carriers for open access, satisfying nres + nopen ≤ N . For one MBS

or FBS, denote the number of type-T users choosing carrier i for transmission as NT
i and

the maximum number of users that can be concurrently served in carrier i as NT,ser
i =⌊

Pi ·WPRB/W
T
i

⌋
, T ∈ {MU,FS, FNS}. In each subframe, if NT

i ≤ NT,ser
i , the system

will randomly choose NT
i pieces of W T

i bandwidth for type-T users; otherwise, time-sharing

scheduling is adopted to randomly select NT,ser
i type-T users to transmit. In this way, each

type-T user can be served with equal long-term time-proportion within one carrier.
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5.1.3 Physical Channel Model

The path loss and fast fading effects are considered in this work. The shadowing effects

are not included as [83] has proved that the shadowing can be well approximated by the

randomness of the Poisson distributed BS locations. This is a strong justification that the

distribution of MBSs can be modelled as a PPP.

We consider that the power spectrum densities (PSD) of MBSs and FBSs are fixed in

carrier i and denoted as PMBS
i and P FBS

i , respectively. For a user, its received PSD in

carrier i from an MBS (or FBS) B with a distance of DB is

P r
i = P T

i HDB
−αi , B ∈ ΦT , T ∈ {MBS,FBS} (5.2)

where H is the fast fading channel gain and αi is the path loss exponent. The fast fading of

the useful signal is considered as Rayleigh fading, so the fast fading channel gain follows an

exponential probability density function2 (pdf), i.e., Exp(µ). For simplicity, we set µ as 1.

The fast fading of the interference signals is considered as generally distributed.

5.1.4 Economic Interaction between Macro and Femto Cells

The objective of both parties is to maximize their own utilities, which are expressed as the

weighted summations of multiple parts of profits. Each MBS charges MUs’ services with

unit price gMU /bit. Meanwhile, to preserve the MU performance from the interference by

FBSs, MBSs impose an interference unit price yi over FBSs for interfering the carrier i. For

analytical simplicity, yi’s are set to be equal for all carriers and denoted as y in the rest of

the chapter. Besides, an upper bound ymax is imposed on y to avoid overcharging, which

is reasonable in practical. Therefore, there are two parts of profits for one MBS: the profits

from MU services and the profits from charging all FBSs within its coverage.

Bearing the interference price y, each FBS will optimize the subsets of carriers assigned

2If a random variable Ra is Rayleigh distributed, then its power Ra2 is exponentially distributed with
parameter µ.
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to FSs and FNSs, i.e., nres and nopen, considering the effective bandwidth of all the user

types and CA capabilities. One FBS pays unit price gFS/bit for the FSs’ services and can

gain profits with unit price gFNS/bit from FNSs. Therefore, the total utility of one FBS is the

three-fold: profits from FNSs, service payment for FSs, and the interference cost charged by

the MBSs.

5.2 Probabilistic Analysis on User Performance for Het-

Nets with PSU

In this section, the Stochastic Geometry is exploited to model the HetNets interference with

PSU, considering user QoS requirements and CA capabilities. Both the FCell randomness

and the multi-macro interference are included. Specifically, the SINR distributions and er-

godic rates for each type of users in each carrier are first derived (Subsection 5.2.1 and

5.2.2), and then the effective bandwidth is finalized according to the user QoS requirement

(Subsection 5.2.3).

5.2.1 SINR Distributions and User Ergodic Rates

The SINR distribution of an MU in carrier i is derived first. The probability that SINRMU
i

is larger than a threshold β is

P(SINRMU
i > β) = P( PMBS

i HDB0
−αi

IMBS
i +IFBS

i +n0
> β)

= P(H >
β(IMBS

i +IFBS
i +n0)DB0

αi

PMBS
i

),

where IMBS
i =

∑
B∈ΦMBS

i \B0

PMBS
i HMBS

i DB
−αi

IFBS
i =

∑
F∈ΦFBS

i

PFBS
i HFBS

i DF
−αi .

(5.3)
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In Eq. (6.11), B0 is the associated MBS of the considered MU. Notation ΦMBS
i (ΦFBS

i )

denotes the set of MBSs (FBSs) that use the same PRBs with the considered MU in carrier

i; IMBS
i (IMBS

i ) denotes the interference PSD from ΦMBS
i (ΦFBS

i ); and HMBS
i (HFBS

i )

denotes the fast fading channel gain between the considered user to the MBSs (FBSs). As

H ∼ Exp(1), we have P(H > h) = e−h. Then

P(H >
(IMBS

i +IFBS
i +n0)DB0

αiβ

PMBS
i

)

= EΦMBS
i \B0,ΦFBS

i ,HMBS
i ,HFBS

i ,DB0

[exp(−
(IMBS

i +IFBS
i +n0)D

−αi
B0

β

PMBS
i

)],

(5.4)

where E[·] denotes the expectation and ΦMBS
i \B0 is the set ΦMBS

i excluding MBS B0. As

randomness exists in ΦMBS
i \B0, ΦFBS

i , HMBS
i , HFBS

i and DB0 , P(SINRMU
i > β) should

be an expectation over all these items. Proposition 1 gives the derived SINR distribution of

one MU in carrier i.

Proposition 1: In the HetNets described in the system model, given the effective band-

width of all the user types (i.e., WMU
i , W FS

i , and W FNS
i ), the probability that the SINR of

one MU in carrier i is larger than a threshold β is given as

P(SINRMU
i > β)

=
∫ +∞
0 2πλMBSde−πλMBSd2e−n0dαiβ/PMBS

i

· exp{−2πλMBS
i η(d,HMBS

i , β)}

· exp{−2πθFBS
i λFBS,usaϵ(d,HFBS

i , β, A)}d(d),

where

η(d,HMBS
i , β) = −1

2d
2 + 1

2d
2EHMBS

i
{e−βHMBS

i +

(βHMBS
i )2/αi

[
Γ(1− 2

αi
, 0)− Γ(1− 2

αi
, βHMBS

i )
]
},

ϵ(d,HFBS
i , β, A) = 1

2d
2Γ(1− 2

αi
, 0)EHFBS

i

[
(AβHFBS

i )2/αi

]
,

Γ(s, t) =
∫ +∞
t xs−1e−xdx, and A = PFBS

i /PMBS
i .

(5.5)
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Please refer to [65] for the detailed derivations of Proposition 1. One interesting obser-

vation in Proposition 1 is that the SINR distribution is not related to the effective bandwidth

of any user type. This is because fixed transmission PSDs are considered for both MBSs and

FBSs in the system model. Therefore, the ergodic throughput of the MUs in carrier i can be

calculated as
RMU

i = ESINRMU
i

[
QMU
s|i WMU

i log(1 + SINRMU
i )

]
=

QMU
s|i WMU

i

ln2

∫ +∞
0 P(ln(1 + SINRMU

i ) > t)dt

β=et−1
=

QMU
s|i WMU

i

ln2

∫ +∞
0

1
1+βP(SINRMU

i > β)dβ,

(5.6)

where QMU
s|i denotes the service probability that an MU can be scheduled to have WMU

i

bandwidth conditioning on that it selects carrier i. Variables θMBS
i , θFBS

i and QMU
s|i are

closely related to the PSU policy and calculated in Subsection 5.2.2.

Similarly as MUs, the SINR distribution of FSs is given in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2:In the HetNets described in the system model, the probability that the

SINR of one FS in carrier i is larger than a threshold β can be expressed as

P(SINRFS
i > β) =

∫ RF

0
2d
R2

F
e−n0dαiβ/PFBS

i Fd(d)

where F = exp{−2πθFBS,usa
i λFBSτ(d,HFBS

i , β)}

· exp{−2πθMBS,usa
i λMBSρ(d,HMBS

i , β,B)},

τ(d,HFBS
i , β) = d2

2 Γ(1−
2
αi
)EHFBS

i

[
(βHFBS

i )
2
αi

]
,

ρ(d,HMBS
i , β, B) = τ(d,BHMBS

i , β),

B = PMBS
i /PFBS

i .

(5.7)

Please refer to [65] for the detailed derivations of Proposition 2. Therefore, the ergodic

throughput of FSs in carrier i, RFS
i , is calculated similarly as Eq. (5.6),

RFS
i =

QFS
s|i W

FS
i

ln2

∫ +∞

0

1

1 + β
P(SINRFS

i > β)dβ, (5.8)

where QFS
s|i denotes the user service probability of one FS in carrier i given that it uses carrier
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i. Following the same procedure, the SINR distribution of FNS in carrier i, P (SINRFNS
i >

β), and ergodic throughput RFNS
i can be calculated similarly as Eq. (5.7) and (5.8) where

the superscript “FS” is replaced with “FNS”.

5.2.2 User Service Probability and Bandwidth Usage Probability

In this subsection, we calculate the user service probabilities (QMU
s|i , QFS

s|i and QFNS
s|i ) that

one user can be served by an MBS or FBS, and the bandwidth usage probability (θMBS,usa
i

and θFBS,usa
i ) that a portion of effective bandwidth in one carrier is occupied by any user in

one MBS or FBS. All the probabilities are closely related to the PSU policy (nres and nopen)

and the user CA capabilities (nagg) and are conditioned on that the user selects carrier i to

transmit.

To calculate the MBS-related probabilities QMU
s|i and θMBS,usa

i , the number of MUs in one

MCell needs to be calculated first. Denote the number of MUs in a Voronoi cell and the cell

size as NMU and S, respectively. As the MUs are distributed as a PPP with density λMU , the

number of MUs in one Voronoi cell with area S (denoted as NMU ) follows Poisson(λMUS).

Thus, we have

P(NMU = k|S) = (λMUS)ke−λMUS

k!
, k = 0, 1, . . . (5.9)

And

P(NMU = k) =

∫ +∞

0

P (NMU = k|S)f(S)dS, (5.10)

where f(S) is the pdf of S. As indicated in [87], a simple but accurate enough approximation

of f(S) is given as,

f(S) =
343

15

√
7

2π
(SλMBS)

5
2 e−

7
2
SλMBS

λMBS. (5.11)

By substituting Eq. (5.11) into Eq. (5.10), the distribution of NMU can be obtained. As one

MU can access any carrier and concurrently transmit on nagg carriers, the probability that

one MU chooses carrier i is nagg/N . Then the probability that there are totally k MUs in one
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cell among which l MUs choose carrier i is denoted as PMU
l,k|i and calculated as

PMU
l,k|i = C l

k(
nagg

N
)l(1− nagg

N
)k−lP(NMU = k). (5.12)

Given l MUs choose carrier i, the probability that one MU can have bandwidth from carrier

i is

min{1, PiWPRB/W
MU
i

l
} = min{1, PiWPRB

WMU
i l

}. (5.13)

Then user service probability QMU
s|i can be achieved by averaging Eq. (5.13) over PMU

l,k|i ,

QMU
s|i =

∞∑
k=1

k∑
l=1

min{1, PiWPRB

WMU
i l

}PMU
l,k|i . (5.14)

Similarly, the bandwidth usage probability θMBS,usa
i is calculated as

θMBS,usa
i =

∞∑
k=1

k∑
l=1

min{1, WMU
i l

PiWPRB

}PMU
l,k|i . (5.15)

Then, the FBS-related probabilities (i.e., QFS
s|i , QFNS

s|i and θFBS,usa
i ) can be calculated. As

the area of one FBS coverage is πR2
F , the total number of FSs in one FCell (denoted as NFS)

is Poisson distributed with λFSπR2
F . Thus, we have

P(NFS = k) =
(λFSπR2

F )
k

k!
e−λFSπR2

F . (5.16)

Similarly as the calculation of QMU
s|i , QFS

s|i is calculated as

QFS
s|i =

∞∑
k=1

min{1, PiWPRB

kWFS
i
}P (NFS = k), if nagg ≥ nres

∞∑
k=1

k∑
l=1

min{1, PiWPRB

lWFS
i
}PFS

l,k|i, otherwise,

(5.17)

where PFS
l,k|i = C l

k(
nagg

nres )l(1− nagg

nres )k−lP(NFS = k).
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The probability QFNS
s|i is calculated exactly the same way as that of QFS

s|i . For θFBS,usa
i , the

probabilities that carrier i is assigned to FSs and FNSs are nres/N and nopen/N , respectively.

For either possibility, the bandwidth usage probability is calculated similarly with Eq. (5.15),

i.e.,
θFBS
i = nres

N P1 +
nopen

N P2,

where

P1 =
∞∑
k=1

min{1, kWFS
i

PiWPRB
}P (NFS = k), if nagg ≥ nres

∞∑
k=1

k∑
l=1

min{1, lWFS
i

PiWPRB
}PFS

l,k|i
′
, otherwise,

(5.18)

The probability P2 is FNS-related and can be calculated similarly with P1.

5.2.3 QoS-Aware Effective Bandwidth: Formulation and Algorithm

The effective bandwidth for each type of user is finalized based on the derived user SINR

distributions. For analytical simplicity, the intra-band contiguous CA [11] is considered

where the radio characteristics of all carriers are the same, so each carrier contribute equal

portion of throughput for each user. Thus for MUs, the minimum throughput requirement on

carrier i is rMU
u /nagg. According to Eq. (6.5), WMU

i should be determined such that

P(QMU
s|i WMU

i log (1 + SINRMU
i ) < rMU

u /nagg) < e≪ 1, (5.19)

which can be rearranged as

P(SINRMU
i < 2r

MU
u /(naggQMU

s|i WMU
i ) − 1) < e. (5.20)

If β is equal to 2r
MU
u /(naggQMU

s|i WMU
i ) − 1, Eq. (5.5) can be leveraged to achieve the value

range of WMU
i . As one PRB is the minimum bandwidth allocation unit in LTE-A systems,

WMU
i should be an integral multiple of WPRB . Then WMU

i can be finalized as the product of

WPRB and an integer value denoted as mMU
i . The physical meaning of mMU

i is the minimum
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number of PRBs in carrier i that can satisfy Eq. (5.20), i.e.,

mMU
i = min

m
m

s.t. WMU
i = mWPRB;

0 ≤ m ≤ Pi, m ∈ Z+;

Eq. (5.20).

(5.21)

According to Eq. (5.20), WMU
i is closely related to QMU

s|i and θMBS,usa
i which are further

determined by the PSU policy and CA capabilities. Therefore, WMU
i is jointly determined

by the PSU policy, user QoS requirements and CA capabilities. For the integer values of

FSs (or FNSs), denoted as mFS
i (or mFNS

i ), the derivation is the same as that of MUs ex-

cept the minimum throughput requirements in carrier i, which is rFu /min{nres, nagg} (or

rFu /min{nopen, nagg}).

It can be seen from Eq. (5.21) that for any type of users, the optimization problem to

calculate the effective bandwidth is constrained integer non-convex. In addition, the deter-

mination of its effective bandwidth is highly dependent on the effective bandwidth of the

other types, which is because the constraint on its SINR distribution (i.e., the third constraint

of the optimization problem) is closely related to the effective bandwidth of the other types.

Therefore, it is infeasible to obtain the optimum in polynomial time.

To make the proposed strategy tractable and practical, a heuristic algorithm, referred to

as QoS-aware effective bandwidth (QA-EB) algorithm in this chapter, is proposed. The basic

idea of the QA-EB algorithm is to augment mMU
i , mFS

i and mFNS step by step according to

a specified priority. Each of the above three variables starts from 1 with augmentation step 1.

Each time when one variable increases 1, the algorithm checks whether the SINR constraints

of the user types with higher priority are satisfied. If the constraints are satisfied, the variable

of the user type with the next lower priority is augmented; otherwise the variable of the user

type with the highest priority and unsatisfied SINR constraint is augmented. The algorithm

stops when the SINR constraints of all the user types are satisfied. Note that The priority

of user types can be determined according to the vendor/operator’s preference, and different
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priority assignments may lead to different effective bandwidth sets {mMU
i ,mFS

i ,mFNS
i }. In

this work, the MUs and FNSs are given the highest and lowest priority, respectively. The

reason is that the MUs are more sensitive to the change of effective bandwidth of FSs and

FNSs, which has been validated through simulations in Section 6.4.

Algorithm 2 QA-EB Algorithm
1: /* Initialization */
2: Define auxiliary variables

A1 := rMU
u /(naggQ

MU
s|i WMU

i ),
A2 := rFS

u /(min{nagg, n
res}QFS

s|i W
FS
i ),

A3 := rFNS
u /(min{nagg, n

open}QFNS
s|i WFNS

i );
3: Define events E1, E2, E3 as

E1 := P(SINRMU
i < 2A1 − 1) < e,

E2 := P(SINRFS
i < 2A2 − 1) < e,

E3 := P(SINRFNS
i < 2A3 − 1) < e;

4: mMU
i ← 1,mFS

i ← 1,mFNS
i ← 1;

5: /*Loop Augmentation*/
6: EndFlag←FALSE;
7: while EndFlag == FALSE do
8: while E1 is TRUE and EndFlag == FALSE do
9: if E2 is FALSE then

10: mFS
i ← mFS

i + 1;
11: end if
12: while E1 is TRUE and E2 is TRUE and EndFlag == FALSE do
13: if E3 is TRUE then
14: EndFlag← TRUE;
15: else
16: mFNS

i ← mFNS
i + 1;

17: end if
18: end while
19: end while
20: if E1 is FALSE then
21: mMU

i ← mMU
i + 1;

22: end if
23: end while

Remark: According to Eq. 6.5, if the throughput requirement for one user (i.e., rMU
u

and rFu ) is higher, the effective bandwidth (i.e., WMU
i , W FS

i and W FNS
i ) will be higher. But

according to Eq. (5.14) and (5.17), increasing the user effective bandwidth will decrease

the user service probability when the system bandwidth is saturated, which may result in a
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decrease instead in the average user throughput. Correspondingly, the average user packet

delay may be higher due to lower buffer service rate in user equipment. Therefore, it is im-

portant to study the tradeoff between packet delay, time-average user bandwidth and average

user throughput. Quantitative analysis on the tradeoff related to user packet delay relies on

extra mathematical tools such as Queueing theory, which is beyond the scope of this work

but will be explored in our future research.

5.3 Two-Level Stackelberg Game Between Macro and Fem-

to Cells

In this section, we model the interaction between MCells and FCells into a Stackelberg game

and propose a backward induction method to determine the optimal interference price y and

PSU policy.

5.3.1 Game Formulation

The interaction is formulated as a two-level Stackelberg game, jointly considering the utility

maximization of both MBSs and FBSs. In the first level, each MBS, as the game leader, im-

poses an interference-related price y upon the FBS throughput according to the interference

from FBSs. In the second level, each FBS, as a follower, decides the PSU policy (i.e., nres

and nopen) based on the imposed price y, user QoS requirements and user CA capabilities.

The utilities are expressed to be the total weighted profits as follows.

MBS Level Game

For each MBS, its total utility is composed of two parts: the service profits from MUs and

the profits from the interference charge on FBSs. To calculate either part, it is required to

have i) the average number of MUs and FBSs in one MCell (denoted as NMU and NFBS ,

respectively), and ii) the average number of FSs and FNSs in one FCell (denoted as NFS and
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NFNS , respectively). Based on Eq. (5.10), NMU is calculated as,

NMU =
∞∑
k=1

k · P(NMU = k). (5.22)

Variable NFBS can be calculated similarly. Based on Eq. (5.16), NFS and NFNS can also

be achieved similarly as Eq. (5.22). Then, the utility of one MBS is given as,

UMBS = naggR
MU
i ·NMUgMU

+ωMBSyNFBS
[
naR

FS
i NFS + nbR

FNS
i NFNS

]
,

where na = min{nagg, n
res}, nb = min{nagg, n

open}

(5.23)

Here, the total throughput from all FBSs in one MCell is used to represent the interference

caused by FBSs as the FBS-part interference is hard to extract from MU report in realistic

implementation. ωMU is the weight of interference charge over service profits. RMU
i and

RFS
i are given in Eq. (5.6) and (5.8). As aforementioned, the MBSs can only influence the

resource allocation of FBSs indirectly through price control. Therefore, one MBS can only

optimize the imposed interference-related price y to maximize its own total utility:

max
0≤y≤ymax

UMBS. (5.24)

FBS Level Game

For each FBS, it needs to pay gFS/bit for FS services, and can gain gFNS/bit for FNS services.

Thus, its total utility can be expressed as:

UFBS = −gFSnaR
FS
i NFS + gFNSnbR

FNS
i NFNS

−wFBSy
[
naR

FS
i NFS + nbR

FNS
i NFNS

]
,

(5.25)

where na and nb are given in Eq. (5.23). Variable ωFBS is the weight of interference cost

over the profits. Given the interference price y imposed by the MBSs, as the user QoS re-
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quirements and CA capabilities are known, the PSU policy alone can determine the effective

bandwidth W T
i , T ∈ {MU,FS, FNS} and further determine the FBS utility UFBS . There-

fore, one FBS only needs to optimize nres and nopen to maximize its own utility, i.e.,

max
nres,nopen

UFBS

s.t. nres + nopen ≤ N, nres and nopen ∈ Z+.

(5.26)

5.3.2 Analysis of the Proposed Game

Tradeoffs exist in this game. On one hand, if one MBS hopes to improve its MU performance

to gain more profits from MU services, it needs to increase y to lower interference from

FBSs. As a result, the throughput from FBSs will be reduced, resulting in a reduction in

MBS gains from interference charge. On the other hand, one FBS can increase its utiliy by

opening more carriers for FNSs, however, it needs to pay more for the increased throughput

due to the interference-related price y. Therefore, MBSs need to optimize y and FBSs need

to optimize the PSU policy (i.e., nres and nopen) to achieve their own maximum utilities, i.e.,

to obtain the Stackelberg equilibrium.

To achieve the Stackelberg equilibrium, a backward induction method is utilized to ana-

lyze the proposed game, which captures the dependence of FBS decisions on MBS decisions.

The followers of the game, i.e., the FBSs, are analyzed first. Given the imposed interference

price y, the optimal PSU policy (nres and nopen) can be achieved by solving optimization

problem (5.26). The primary challenge of solving (5.26) is that the exact value of y is un-

known, which means the optimal (nres, nopen) combination is not fixed and should be a

function of y. In other words, the goal of solving (5.26) is to find a mapping between dif-

ferent value intervals of y and the corresponding optimal (nres, nopen) combinations. For a

given y value, the general method to obtain the optimal (nres, nopen) combination is the clas-

sic branch and bound algorithm [96], since (5.26) is typical integer nonlinear optimization.

But as the backward induction method potentially needs to know the optimal (nres, nopen)

combinations for all the y values in [0, ymax], the computation workload can be huge when N
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is large. Fortunately, it is specified in the LTE-A standard [11] that at most 5 carriers can be

aggregated in one system, i.e., N ≤ 5. Therefore, there are at most 15 feasible (nres, nopen)

combinations for problem (5.26). By comparing the values of UFBS under each combination

within the interval [0, ymax], the optimal (nres, nopen) combination with the corresponding y

value interval can be easily determined, as denoted below.

{nres
opt(Ys), n

open
opt (Ys)},

where Ys ⊂ [0, ymax],∪
s

Ys = [0, ymax], and Ys1

∩
Ys2 = ∅,

∀s, s1, s2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , S}.

(5.27)

In Eq. (5.27), S is the total number of y value intervals that correspond to a different optimal

(nres, nopen) combination compared to its adjacent value interval.

The game for MBSs is then analyzed. As the optimal (nres, nopen is different for different

y value intervals Ys, the utility maximization problem for MBSs (5.24) can be decomposed

into a series of sub-optimization problems as follows.

max
y∈Ys

UMBS
s , s ∈ {1, 2, · · · , S}. (5.28)

Denote the optimal value for UMBS
s and the corresponding optimal y as UMBS

s,opt and ys,opt,

respectively, then the optimal solution of the original problem (5.24) (denoted as yopt) can be

determined as
yopt = ys∗,opt,

where s∗ = argmax
s

(UMBS
s,opt ),

s ∈ {1, 2, · · · , S}.

(5.29)

Consequently, the optimal (nres, nopen) combination is finalized as {nres
opt(Ys∗), n

open
opt (Ys∗)}.

In summary, the backward induction method obtains the Stackelberg equilibrium in two

steps. It first solves the utility maximization problem of the game followers (i.e., the FBSs)
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by finding a mapping between a set of y value intervals and a set of corresponding optimal

(nres, nopen) combinations. With the mapping, the utility maximization problem of game

leaders (i.e., MBSs) is decomposed into a series of sub-problems with different y value

intervals; by comparing the optimal utility values of each sub-problem, the optimal y for the

original problem can be finalized. In this manner, the stackelberg equilibrium is determined.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, Monte Carlo simulation results are presented to i) validate our analytical

results, and ii) demonstrate the optimal PSU policy and interference price under different

user QoS requirements and CA capabilities.

5.4.1 Simulation Setup

Simulation setup of starts with an area of 20 × 20km2 with λMBS = 0.5/(π5002)/m2. The

homogeneous-carrier case is considered where Pi, bi, and αi are identical for ∀i. The PSD of

each MBS (FBS) is the same for every PRB in each carrier. The detailed parameter settings

are presented in Table 5.1. With this setting, the average number of BSs is 255 and that of

MUs is 7650. Thus, the boundary effect can be neglected by such a large-scale network.

Furthermore, each presented result is averaged over 1000 runs.

5.4.2 Numerical and Simulation Results

We first corroborate our analytical results on user SINR distributions and ergodic through-

put in Fig. 5.3. Default values are nagg = 2, nres = 3, nopen = 1, λMU = 30λMBS ,

λFBS = 10λMBS . In Fig. 5.3(a), the cdfs of single-carrier SINR are given when the effec-

tive bandwidth of MUs, FSs and FNSs are 1,4,7, respectively. It can be observed that the

SINR performance of FCell users is much better than that of MUs since MUs generally have

a much longer distance to MBSs than FCell users to FBSs. Besides, FSs and FNSs have the
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Table 5.1 Simulation Parameters
Parameters Values

Coverage radius of FCell, RF 10m
FBS density, λFBS 10λMBS

MU density, λMU 30λMBS

FS density, λFS 3/(πR2
F )/m

2

FNS density, λFNS 2/(πR2
F )/m

2

MBS PSD, PMBS -23.5dBm
FBS PSD, PFBS -49.5dBm

Noise PSD, n0 −174dBm
Fast fading of interference Rayleigh fading

Total number of carriers, N 5
The number of PRBs per carrier, Pi 100
PRB bandwidth in carrier i, WPRB 180kHz

Path loss component, αi 4
User CA capability, nagg 1 ∼ 5

MU required throughput, rMU 320 ∼ 460kbps
FS (FNS) required throughput, rF 5 ∼ 23Mbps

QoS violation probability, e 0.05
Unit profit of MU services, gMU 10

Unit cost of FS services, gFS 1.5
Unit profit of FNS services, gFNS 3

(ymax,ωMBS ,ωFBS) (10,0.01,2)

same SINR performance. This is because of the same FBS PSD for both user types and the

random bandwidth access mechanism, resulting in the same strength of average useful signal

and interference.

In Fig. 5.3(b), the ergodic throughput of FCell users is significantly higher (∼ 10 times)

than that of MUs under different effective bandwidth combinations due to much better SINR

performance. It can be further observed that when each MU is assigned with more PRB-

s per carrier, the MU ergodic throughput first increases and then remains stable. This can

be explained as follows: when WMU
i is small, increasing WMU

i will bring each MU more

bandwidth without increasing the interference intensity from other MBSs very much. Thus,

the ergodic throughput increases. However, if WMU
i keeps increasing, the service proba-

bility of each MU (QMU
s|i ) will drop considerably, which counterbalances the performance

gain brought by wider bandwidth. So the ergodic throughput becomes stable. In addition,

FSs have a higher throughput than FNSs since FSs can concurrently transmit on 2 carriers

(nagg = 2 and nres = 2) compared to 1 carrier for FNSs. When WMU
i increases, the ergodic
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Figure 5.3. User SINR and ergodic throughput performance in HetNets.

throughput of FSs and FNSs both decreases first and then becomes stable. This is because

with larger WMU
i , the interference from MBSs first increases and then remains unchanged

since the bandwidth usage probability θMBS,usa
i has reached its maximum, i.e., 1. Moreover,

when W FS
i increases, e.g., from (8,4,7) to (8,5,7), the throughput of FNS decreases, which

is because the interference perceived by FNSs from FBSs increases.

Fig. 5.4 shows how the effective bandwidth of different user types is decided with the

user throughput requirements given QoS violation probability e and CA capabilities. Default

values are the same with Fig. 5.3. The effective bandwidth is represented by the number of

PRBs assigned to each user. It can be seen that as the throughput requirements increase, users

need to be assigned with more PRBs to satisfy the maximum QoS violation probability.

Besides, MUs are more sensitive to the throughput increase than FSs and FNSs: WMU
i

increases 10 times to satisfy only 44% increase of rMU while W FS
i or W FNS

i increases

7 times to satisfy 360% increase of rF . The reason is as follows. In an MBS, there are

more MUs selecting the same carrier than FSs (or FNSs) do in an FBS, resulting in that the

bandwidth in one carrier is more likely to be saturated in an MBS than in an FBS. Thus,

increasing WMU
i will more likely reduce the user service probability of MUs, making the

MU throughput increase harder than FSs and FNSs. Furthermore, it can be observed in Fig.

5.4(a) that even if rF is not changed, the effective bandwidth of FSs and FNSs still increases

to supplement the throughput loss due to increased interference from MBSs. The similar
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Figure 5.4. Effective bandwidth with different minimum throughput requirements.

phenomenon is also observed in Fig. 5.4(b).
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Figure 5.5. The optimal PSU policy of FBS (nres and nopen) given different y.

Finally, we show how the optimal PSU policy and interference price y is determined

with given user throughput requirements and CA capabilities. As mentioned in Subsection

5.3.2, to maximize the utilities of both parties, the FBSs first offer MBSs with the knowledge

of optimal PSU policies to maximize the utility of FBS given different y values. Then the

MBS choose the optimal y to maximize its own utility. Fig. 5.5 shows the mapping between

optimal PSU policy and y when nagg = 4, rMU = 400kbps, and rF = 15Mbps. It can be

seen that the optimal PSU policy changes when y reaches the point 0.08, 0.2 and 1.49. As

y increases, the total number of carriers selected by an FBS decreases in order to reduce the

interference cost charged by MBSs.

The optimal interference price and PSU policy for different CA capabilities is evaluated

in Fig. 5.6 with rMU = 400kbps and rF = 15Mbps. When nagg = 3, 4, the optimal
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Figure 5.6. The optimal interference price and PSU policy for different CA capabilities.

interference price is 0.71 and 0.08, respectively. This implies that for FBSs, the increase of

utility due to enlarging the number of carriers for FNS surpasses the resultant interference

cost charged by MBSs. When n = 1, 2 and 5, the situation is adverse where the FBSs have to

reduce the number of open-access carriers to the minimum to avoid the relatively excessive

interference charges from MBSs.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the QoS provisioning in LTE-A HetNets with PSU mech-

anism. Specifically, the Stochastic geometry has been leveraged to consider the random

behaviors of the FCells and inter-macro interference into performance analysis under PSU

mechanism. Then, the concept of effective bandwidth has been applied to decide the user

bandwidth with considering the user QoS requirements and CA capabilities. Furthermore,

the interaction between MBSs and FBSs has been modelled into a Stackelberg game to max-

imize the utilities of both parties. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations have been performed

to verify our analytical results and demonstrate the decision process of effective bandwidth

as well as the optimal PSU policy and interference price. The research outcomes should

shed some light on how to optimally coordinate the resource utilization in HetNets among

different operator bands, which is a future trend for the cellular systems.
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Chapter 6

Modeling and Analysis of MAC Protocol

for LTE-U Coexisting with Wi-Fi

In this chapter, we propose a MAC protocol for LTE-U and analyze the performance of the

co-existed LTE-U and WiFi networks. The main contributions are three folds. First, we

propose an Listen-before-Talk (LBT) based LTE-U MAC protocol to achieve harmonious

co-existence with Wi-Fi systems. Specifically, the MAC timing is divided into variable cy-

cles, each composed of variable periods for LTE-U transmissions, WiFi transmissions, and

channel sensing. By adjusting the ratio between the transmission periods of LTE-U and Wi-

Fi adaptively, performance balance between the LTE-U and Wi-Fi can be ensured and the

desired Wi-Fi protection levels can be achieved. Second, based on the proposed MAC, we

develop an analytical model to study the network performance of LTE-U and Wi-Fi, cap-

turing the asynchronous nature of Wi-Fi in a synchronous MAC frame structure of LTE-U.

We analyze the average duration of channel sensing in each cycle for LTE-U to retrieve the

channel access, and derive the average throughput of both LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks. Fi-

nally, extensive simulations are conducted to validate the throughput analysis under different

sensing configurations and Wi-Fi protection levels, which provides important guidance for

the optimal MAC setting in an LTE-U/Wi-Fi co-existing system.
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6.1 System Model

6.1.1 Co-existence Scenario

LTE-U base 

station

Wi-Fi access 

point

LTE-U user

Wi-Fi user

eNB

Figure 6.1. Coexistence scenario between LTE-U and Wi-Fi.

Fig. 6.1 shows a network with co-existed LTE-U and Wi-Fi operating on the same unli-

censed spectrum band. Due to the unlicensed transmission power limitations [73], the LTE-

U technology will be mainly used for small cells, yet the small cells may operate on both

licensed and unlicensed bands. Data with high reliability and QoS requirements, e.g., con-

trol signaling, is transmitted over the licensed bands; while other supplemental data can be

transmitted over the unlicensed bands [75]. In a dense deployment, it is possible that more

than two different access networks, e.g., LTE-U small cells or Wi-Fi networks, select the

same channel, and cause inter-system interference. Unlike the traditional LTE system where

macro- and micro-cells are managed by one operator for efficient coordination, coordina-

tion is difficult for unlicensed networks of different operators or Wi-Fi owners. Therefore,

it is critical to design a co-existence mechanism to allow efficient spectrum sharing between

LTE-U and Wi-Fi.

6.1.2 LTE and Wi-Fi MAC/PHY Features

The LTE and Wi-Fi have different PHY and MAC features. LTE employs orthogonal fre-

quency division multiple access (OFDMA) in the PHY layer. The whole bandwidth is divid-

ed into a set of orthogonal physical resource blocks (PRBs). Different PRBs can be sched-
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uled to different users in the same subframe, thus achieving multi-user diversity gain. Wi-Fi

adopts orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in the PHY layer, but only one

user can access the channel at one time. For the MAC protocols, LTE adopts a centralized

and synchronous MAC to schedule transmissions in each subframe of 1 ms. Wi-Fi uses a

distributed asynchronous MAC based on CSMA/CA [97]. That is, before transmission, the

Wi-Fi node first listens to the intended channel. If the channel is busy, the Wi-Fi node will

backoff for a random time to reduce collision probability. Due to these differences, MAC

design for LTE-U should be based on the synchronous structure of LTE for easy integra-

tion and compatibility, yet should also be efficient and adaptive to the asynchronous Wi-Fi

transmissions.

6.2 The Proposed LBT-Based MAC for LTE-Unlicensed

The basic principle of the LBT-based MAC is that LTE-U nodes need to sense the channel

for a period before transmission. If the channel is sensed busy, the LTE-U node should

remain silent and sense the channel periodically in the following subframes till the channel

is idle for a certain duration. In 3GPP meetings, it is generally accepted that alternating

channel reservation periods for LTE-U and Wi-Fi should be adopted in the LTE-U MAC [98].

Based on these principles [98], we propose a detailed LTE-U MAC protocol to coordinate

the unlicensed spectrum sharing with Wi-Fi systems, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Parameters of

the MAC protocol play a critical role in the performance of coexisted networks, and will be

analytically studied in Section 6.3.

Timing in LTE-U is slotted into subframes of 1ms, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Several sub-

frames are reserved for LTE-U and Wi-Fi transmissions, respectively, i.e., the LTE-U trans-

mission period (LTX, the blue period) and the Wi-Fi transmission period (WTX, the red

region). Both LTX and WTX can be adjusted according to the desired performance of ei-

ther system. In the last subframe of WTX, the LTE-U node can start channel sensing. The

subframes where sensing is performed are called sensing subframes (SSs), and the duration
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Figure 6.2. LBT-based MAC protocol of LTE-U.

of sensing in each SS is called one sensing period (SP) as marked in yellow at the end of

each SS. If the channel is sensed idle for a duration, the LTE-U node broadcasts a reser-

vation signal to reserve the next few subframes for LTX; otherwise, the node will sense in

every following SS until the channel is sensed idle. The LTE-U node can only transmit at

the beginning of the subframe following the reservation signals, while Wi-Fi can transmit

at any time during a subframe. Due to the asynchronous Wi-Fi transmissions, there may be

a variable number of SSs before LTX starts. The duration of the SPs affects the network

throughput of both LTE-U and Wi-Fi.

The sensing procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The SP has a minimum duration of

20µs. In one SP, if the channel is sensed idle for Tthreµs, the LTE-U node adds a random

backoff time to avoid reservation collisions with different LTE-U nodes. The backoff timer

elapses when the channel is sensed idle. When the backoff timer reaches 0, the LTE-U node

immediately broadcasts a reservation signal. If a new Wi-Fi transmission or a reservation

signal from another LTE-U occurs during the backoff, the reservation fails and the above

process has to be repeated till a successful reservation is launched.

It is also interesting to point out that LBT sensing may make it difficult for LTE-U to

retrieve the channel access from Wi-Fi. Unlike the Wi-Fi nodes that can sense the channel

continuously, the channel sensing of LTE-U is usually performed at specific time in one SS.

When the Wi-Fi traffic load is medium or high, it is with high probability that there are ongo-

ing Wi-Fi transmissions covering the SP due to the elastic and asynchronous channel access
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nature. Consequently, the channel will be sensed busy with high probability, resulting failure

of the LTE-U system to retrieve the channel access. In such case, LTE-U may achieve a low

throughput while Wi-Fi is well protected. Therefore, the duration of SP can significantly

affect the LTE-U success probability for channel retrieval, and further affect the throughput

performance of both systems.

In the proposed LTE-U MAC, we set Tthre = 20µs, and the maximum LTE-U backoff

timer is 3 slots with a slot duration of 4µs. Notice that a DCF interframe space (DIFS)

duration is 34µs, i.e., a Wi-Fi transmission can be initiated after the channel is sensed idle

for at least 34µs. By allowing an LTE-U node to reserve LTX transmissions after a maximum

of 20µs + 3 ∗ 4µs = 32µs, LTE-U node has a higher priority for channel access compared

with Wi-Fi nodes during the SP so that LTE-U can easily retrieve the channel access after the

WTX completes. This can ensure the throughput efficiency of LTE-U while providing the

satisfactory Wi-Fi performance via WTX reservations. The main notations of the proposed

protocol are summarized in Table 6.1.

6.3 Performance Analysis for LTE-U LBT-Based Coexis-

tence Mechanism

This section presents throughput analysis for the network with one LTE-U small cell co-

existed with Wi-Fi networks. Firstly, the average number of SPs taken by LTE-U to retrieve

the channel access is derived. Then, the average system throughput is derived for both LTE-

U and Wi-Fi systems. Finally, discussions are provided on how to tune the MAC parameters

according to the desired Wi-Fi protection level.
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Table 6.1 Notation Table
Notations Physical Meanings
Ts The duration of one LTE subframe, 1ms*
LTX The reserved period for LTE transmissions in one cycle
WTX The reserved period for Wi-Fi transmissions in one cycle
WTXtot Average total period that the Wi-Fi system can

transmit consecutively
TSP Channel sensing period in one sensing subframe (SS)**
Tint The time interval between two consecutive Wi-Fi trans-

missions
TDIFS The duration of DIFS in Wi-Fi MAC protocol*
TW,Win The maximum contention window size of Wi-Fi**
TL,Win The maximum backoff window size of one LTE-U node**
Tthre The minimum sensing time threshold to determine

whether channel is idle, i.e., 20µs*
APWT The average period per Wi-Fi transmission**
RL The average cell throughput of one LTE-U system
RW The average sum throughput of the Wi-Fi system
NSP The average number of SPs needed for LTE-U to get the

channel access back
Remarks The variables marked with * are constants. The variables

marked with ** are configurable parameters.

6.3.1 Average Number of Sensing Periods to Retrieve the Channel Ac-

cess

Denote the average number of SPs needed by the LTE-U to retrieve the channel access as

NSP . NSP is closely dependent on the position of the first Wi-Fi transmission that overlaps

with the first SS of LTE-U. Such Wi-Fi transmissions are referred to as first overlapping (FO)

transmissions in this work. There are two types of FO transmissions as illustrated in Fig.6.3 :

i) those that start before the first SS and stretch into the SSs, and ii) those that start in the first

SS but their respective previous Wi-Fi transmission ends before the first SS. As specified in

802.11 standard [99], when one Wi-Fi transmission ends, other nodes first sense the channel

for a DIFS duration (denoted as TDIFS) and transmit only when the backoff timer reaches 0.

Thus the average interval between two consecutive Wi-Fi transmissions, denoted as Tint, is

Tint = TDIFS + TW,Win/2, (6.1)
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Figure 6.3. Illustration of two types of FO Wi-Fi transmissions.

where TW,Win is the maximum random backoff window size in µs. Thus, the average range

where the second-type FO transmissions start is Tint. Therefore, the total range where FO

transmissions start is

Trange = APWT + Tint, (6.2)

where APWT is the average period per Wi-Fi transmission. Meanwhile, to retrieve the

channel access, one LTE-U node needs to first sense channel for a Tthre period plus back-

off time in SP before broadcasting the reservation signal. Thus, the average period from

the instance when the channel is sensed idle to the instance when the reservation signal is

broadcast is

T ′ = Tthre + TL,Win/2. (6.3)

where TL,Win denotes the maximum backoff window size for one LTE-U node in µs.

For FO transmissions, different positions where the transmission completes can lead to

different channel sensing results and different numbers of following SSs. Thus, we study

the four cases with different positions of the FO transmissions, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. To

simplify the analysis, we consider that APWT is a multiple of milliseconds.

Case 1: If the Wi-Fi transmission ends no earlier than (Tint − T ′) µs before SP begins

and no later than Tthre µs before SP ends, the LTE-U node, e.g., LTE-U base station (BS),

is able to detect a Tthre idle period and broadcast the reservation signal before another Wi-Fi

transmission starts. In this case, no more SPs are needed and LTE can start transmission in

the beginning of the next subframe.
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Case 2: If the Wi-Fi transmission ends more than (Tint − T ′)µs before the SP starts, the

LTE-U node cannot detect a Tthre µs idle period in the current SS or has no enough time to

broadcast the reservation signal. In this case, a new Wi-Fi transmission may start and the

LTE-U node has to sense at least another APWT/Ts SSs to retrieve the channel access.

Case 3: If the Wi-Fi transmission ends later than Tthre µs before the SP ends, the LTE-U

node cannot detect a Tthre µs idle period in the current SS. In this case, the LTE-U node has

to sense at least another APWT/Ts + 1 subframes to get the channel access back.

Case 4: Case 4 is different from the above ones in the sense that it corresponds to the

second type of FO transmissions, i.e., the FO transmissions that start in the first sensing

subframe but their respective previous transmission ends before the first sensing subframe.

In this case, the LTE-U node cannot detect any idle period in the first SS in an average sense

and has to sense at least APWT/Ts + 1 subframes before transmitting.

In the following, we will calculate the average number of SPs before an LTX can be

launched, i.e., NSP , for different cases. Denote NSP for case c as NSPc , c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. We

assume that the arrival of the FO transmissions follows a uniform distribution within Trange.

Case 1

In a single subframe, the probability that one FO transmission belongs to case 1 is calculated

as

p1 = [(TSP − Tthre) + (Tint − T ′)]/Trange. (6.4)

If one FO transmission corresponding to case 1 starts within the ith subframe of the first

APWT duration in Trange, as one transmission lasts for APWT duration on average, the

average number of SPs needed to find the transmission end is i. Thus NSP1 is calculated as

NSP1 =
APWT/Ts∑

i=1

p1 · i

= Tint−T ′+TSP−Tthre

Trange
· (1+

APWT
Ts

)APWT

2Ts

(6.5)
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Reserved Wi-Fi TX period

...

Tthre

1ms 1ms... ...

SP
1ms

LTE-U

Wi-Fi TransmissionCase 1

Case 2

Case 4

Case 3

Tint Tint-T’

Figure 6.4. Illustration of four cases for FO transmissions.

Case 2

In one subframe, the probability that one FO transmission belongs to case 2 is given by

p2 = [(Ts − TSP )− (Tint − T ′)]/Trange. (6.6)

In this case, the LTE-U node cannot detect an idle period of Tthre µs or cannot finish the

backoff to broadcast a reservation signal. Only Wi-Fi transmissions may start and last for

APWT on average until a new Wi-Fi transmission completes in the region corresponding

to case 1. Thus according to the number of new transmissions that will occur, the region

corresponding to case 2 in one SS is divided into Nsr sub-regions, where

Nsr =
⌈
TC2

Tint

⌉
, TC2 = (Ts − TSP )− (Tint − Tthre). (6.7)

The conditional probability that the transmission ends in the the first sub-region given that it

belongs to case 2 is

p(first sub-region|C2) = (TC2 −Nsr · Tint)/TC2 . (6.8)
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The conditional probability that the transmission ends in one of the other sub-regions given

that it belongs to case 2 is

p(another sub-region|C2) = Tint/TC2 . (6.9)

Eq. (6.8) and (6.9) are different because the first sub-region may be less than Tint. For the

jth sub-region, the LTE-U node needs to sense (Nsr + 1 − j)APWT/Ts more SPs before

transmitting. Thus, the average number of extra SPs due to new Wi-Fi transmissions, denoted

as Nnew
SP2

, is calculated as

Nnew
SP2

= APWT
Ts

[p(first sub-region|C2)Nsr

+
Nsr∑
j=2

p(another sub-region|C2)(Nsr + 1− j)].
(6.10)

Then, the average total number of SPs needed due to both current and new Wi-Fi transmis-

sions is calculated as

NSP2 =
APWT/Ts∑

i=1

p2 · (i+Nnew
SP2

). (6.11)

Case 3

The way of calculation for case 3 is similar to that of case 2, i.e., exploiting sub-regions to

calculate the average number of extra SPs due to new Wi-Fi transmissions. We divide the

combined region, i.e., the region corresponding to case 2 in the current SS and the region

corresponding to case 3 in the next SS, into N ′
sr sub-regions, i.e.,

N ′
sr =

⌈
TC2

+Tthre

Tint

⌉
, (6.12)

where TR2 is given in Eq. (6.7). The region corresponding to case 3 may belong to the same

sub-region or two sub-regions. If (N ′
sr − 1)Tint ≤ TC2 , the entire region of case 3 in one

single subframe belongs to the 1st sub-region, otherwise the region stretches across the 1st

and 2nd sub-regions. Therefore, the average number of SPs due to new Wi-Fi transmissions,
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denoted as Nnew
SP3

, is calculated as

Nnew
SP3

= 1 + APWT/Ts

·


N ′

sr, if (N ′
sr − 1)Tint ≤ TC2 ;

TC2
+Tthre−(N ′

sr−1)Tint

Tthre
N ′

sr

+
(N ′

sr−1)Tint−TC2

Tthre
(N ′

sr − 1), otherwise.

(6.13)

Thus the average total number of SPs due to both current Wi-Fi transmissions and new Wi-Fi

transmissions is

NSP3 =
APWT/Ts∑

i=1

Tthre

Trange
· (i+Nnew

SP3
). (6.14)

Case 4

Similarly, we can divide the sub-regions in case 4. Divide TC2 by Tint and the duration

of the region for case 4 is Tint. The region for case 4 must stretch across the 1st and 2nd

sub-regions. Thus the average number of SPs needed in case 4, i.e., NSP4 , is calculated as

NSP4 = 1 + APWT ·Tint

Trange
·[

TC2
−(Nsr−1)Tint

Tint
(Nsr + 1) +

NsrTint−TC2

Tint
Nsr

]
.

(6.15)

Therefore, combining Eq. (6.5)(6.11)(6.14)(6.15), the average number of SPs needed

before a LTX is

NSP =
4∑

c=1

NSPc . (6.16)

6.3.2 Average System Throughput for LTE-U and Wi-Fi Systems

After obtaining the average number of SPs needed for an LTE-U node to retrieve the channel

access, i.e., NSP , we then derive the network throughput of the coexisted LTE-U and Wi-Fi.

During the WTX and the SSs, LTE-U cannot launch a transmission. Denote the total average
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duration of this period that LTE-U cannot transmit as TNL,

TNL = WTX − Ts +NSP · Ts. (6.17)

One “Ts” in Eq. (6.17) was reduced because the first SP starts in the last subframe of the

reserved Wi-Fi transmission period WTX . Note that TNL does not equal to WTXtotal which

denotes the average duration that the Wi-Fi system can transmit consecutively during each

LTE-U transmission cycle. This is because the Wi-Fi cannot transmit after the LTE-U node

broadcasts the reservation signal in the last SS. Therefore, WTXtotal should be calculated as

WTXtotal =

TNL − Ts + p1
TC2 + (Ts − Tthre)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1

+(1− p1) TC2︸︷︷︸
A2

. (6.18)

In Eq. (6.18), p1A1 + (1 − p1)A2 represents the average duration that Wi-Fi transmits in

the last SS due to the asynchronous transmission nature of Wi-Fi. A1 denotes the average

duration that one Wi-Fi transmission belonging to case 1 can last. The part A2 corresponds

to case 2, 3, and 4, because the transmissions belonging to cases 2, 3, and 4 end very close

to the beginning of the SP in the last SS. Ignoring the time differences in the order of µs, we

use a unified duration TC2 for these three cases.

Given LTX , TNL and WTXtotal, the system throughput for LTE-U and Wi-Fi can be

derived. For the LTE-U system, only the throughput on unlicensed band is presented since

our concern is the coexisting performance on unlicensed spectrum. Following [35], the

average throughput of an LTE cell when proportional-fair MAC scheduling and adaptive

power allocation are adopted is given by

RLTE = NLTENPRB∑NLTE
i=1 R−1

i

,

where Ri = WPRB log2

[
1 + Γ·10(α−1)Li/10

N0

]
,

Γ = 10(P0−30)/10,

(6.19)
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where NLTE denotes the number of LTE users, NPRB the number of PRBs in one channel,

WPRB the bandwidth of one PRB, Li the pass loss of user i, N0 the noise power per PRB,

and (α,P0) the frequency-specified power control parameters. Due to time sharing, the actual

average throughput of LTE-U in coexisted scenario is

RL = RLTE
LTX

LTX + TNL

. (6.20)

For a Wi-Fi system, as given in [100], the aggregate network throughput can be derived

as
RW = β · PsucSpay

PidleTW,Win/2+PsucAPWT+PcolTcol
,

and β = WTXtotal

LTX+TNL
,

(6.21)

where SPay denotes the average number of bits per Wi-Fi transmission, Tcol denotes the

average duration of a collision period, Psuc, Pidle and Pcol are the probabilities of a successful

transmission, an idle slot, and a collision, which are determined by the analytical framework

in [100].

From Eq. (6.20) and (6.21), it can be seen that the level of Wi-Fi performance protection

is closely related to the ratio β, which is dependent of WTX and TSP . Thus, the following

guidelines are provided in Proposition 1 to show how to tune WTX based on LTX , TSP

and the required Wi-Fi performance protection level.

Proposition 1 Given the TSP and LTX , to protect η percent of Wi-Fi system throughput,

WTX should be set that the following condition is satisfied,

WTXtotal

LTX + TNL

≥ η% (6.22)

As the corresponding equality of Eq. (6.22) is a transcendental equation without an analytical

solution, numerical results is presented in next subsection to show how WTX changes with

different η and TSP values.
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6.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, simulation results are provided to validate our analysis and demonstrate the

performance of the proposed LTE-U MAC.

We simulate the coexistence network scenario presented in Fig. 6.1, where one LTE-U

small cell coexists with a set of Wi-Fi access points (APs) on a 20MHz unlicensed channel.

The simulation runtime is 100s. For the LTE-U system, two LTE-U users are uniformly

located within the cell with a radius of 40m with only downlink transmissions. For the Wi-

Fi system, all the APs and users are uniformly distributed within the LTE-U cell. All the

nodes carry saturated traffic. The main simulation parameters are shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Main Simulation Parameters
LTE-U Parameters Values

Path Loss Factor 3
Shadowing Statistics µ = 0 dB, σ = 8 dB

Noise Power per RB, N0 −90dBm
[α, P0] [0.5,−58dBm]

Power allocation for user i (dBm) P0 + 10 log(NPRB) + αLi

Number of PRBs in the channel 100
Bandwidth per PRB 180kHz

MAC scheduling method Proportional Fair
LTX 5ms

Default sensing period TSP 200µs
Channel idle time threshold Tthre 20µs
Maximum Backoff window size 3 slots

Backoff time slot duration 4µs
Wi-Fi Parameters Values

Default WTX 5ms
DIFS duration TDIFS 34µs

Maximum contention window size 31 slots
Backoff time slot duration 9µs

Packet size Spay 6750 bytes

We first investigate the probability that the LTE-U BS fails to reserve the channel in the

first SS under different TSP in Fig. 6.5. WTX is set to 5ms. It can be seen that when TSP is

very small, i.e., 20µs, the failure probability can be as high as 0.82. This is because unlike

the Wi-Fi system that can sense the channel continuously, the LTE-U BS senses the channel

at specific time, i.e., at the last 20µs in one SS. As a result, the probability that the BS
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can detect a 20µs idle period and broadcast the reservation signal is very small for a lower

TSP . When TSP increases, the failure probability is reduced since the BS is more likely to

detect a 20µs idle period and launch a successful reservation with a larger SP duration. The
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Figure 6.5. Failure probability for the
LTE-U BS to reserve the channel in one

subframe.
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Figure 6.6. Average system throughput
of LTE-U and Wi-Fi with Wi-Fi

protection level.

analytical and simulated results of average system throughput are shown in Fig. 6.6 for both

systems with WTX=5ms. It can be observed that when TSP increases, the average Wi-Fi

throughput decreases while that of the LTE-U system increases. Meanwhile, the protection

level of the Wi-Fi performance reduces when TSP increases. The reason is as follows. When

TSP increases, the probability that the LTE-U BS can successfully reserve the channel in one

SS becomes larger. Consequently, the average number of SSs for the LTE-U BS to retrieve

the channel is smaller. As Wi-Fi can still transmit in the SS, the reduced number of SSs will

result in reduced time ratio of the Wi-Fi transmission in the whole simulation period. Thus,

the Wi-Fi throughput decreases and the LTE-U throughput increases. Besides, the analytical

results match well with the simulation results. The gap between the analysis and simulation

is slightly larger when TSP is smaller. This is because the analysis assumes that the end of

the Wi-Fi transmissions belonging to case 1 follows a uniform distribution. When TSP is

smaller, the assumption becomes less accurate, resulting a larger gap.

Finally, we show that given LTX and TSP , how to adjust WTX according to different

Wi-Fi protection levels in Fig. 6.7. For a given TSP , the average number of SSs needed by
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LTE-U to retrieve the channel can be determined. Thus, to increase the Wi-Fi protection

level is equivalent to increase the time ratio of Wi-Fi transmissions in one cycle. As shown

in the figure, the average Wi-Fi throughput increases with a larger η at the expense of the

decreased average LTE-U throughput because a smaller ratio of time is allocated for LTE-U

transmissions.
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Figure 6.7. Adjustment of WTX to different Wi-Fi protection levels with TSP = 200µs.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a new MAC protocol design for LTE-U networks. An an-

alytical model has been developed to study the MAC throughput performance of co-existed

LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks, considering the asynchronous WiFi transmissions in a time slot-

ted MAC structure of LTE-U. It has been shown that a certain level of Wi-Fi protection can

be achieved by adaptively adjusting the MAC parameters. In our future work, we will extend

our performance study by considering multiple co-existed small cells and Wi-Fi networks

operating in multiple unlicensed channels.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have introduced the LTE-A systems and the features of CA. The

research topics and related works of CA-aware RRM in LTE-A systems are fully elaborated.

In addition, our research works are presented where enhanced CA-aware RRM strategies are

developed for single-tier LTE-A systems, multi-tier LTE-A systems and LTE-U systems with

licensed and unlicensed spectrum aggregation.

Firstly, we have studied the EC performance of LTE-A systems with CA in downlink

admission control process to demonstrate the benefits of CA. Closed-form expressions of

EC have been derived with the binomial-normal approximation for both kinds of users un-

der two different bandwidth allocation strategies. We have further formulated a net-profit-

maximization problem to investigate the tradeoff among the bandwidth weights for hetero-

geneous user classes. Finally, extensive simulations have demonstrated the accuracy of our

analytical results and shown that with only a small increase in the spectrum utilization, LTE-

A users can have considerably higher EC than LTE users when the user traffic is bursty.

Secondly, we have investigated the cross-layer RRM performance of uplink CA in LTE-A

systems. A joint CC selection and power control strategy is proposed to enhance the average

user throughput, considering the user power constraints and offset effects. The results sug-
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gest that assigning more CCs to a user is not always preferable since multi-CC transmission

will increase the interference intensity on each CC and cause additional non-transmission

power consumption for user device. Thus, the CC selection should be closely dependent on

the cell load conditions.

Thirdly, we have explored the QoS provisioning in LTE-A HetNets with PSU mechanis-

m. In the work, we exploit the Stochastic geometry to depict the random behaviors of the

FCells and inter-macro interference under PSU mechanism. We then model the interaction

between MBSs and FBSs into a Stackelberg game to maximize the utilities of both parties.

The research outcomes should shed some light on how to optimally coordinate the resource

utilization in HetNets among different operator bands, which is a future trend for the cellular

systems.

Last, we have presented a new MAC protocol design for LTE-U networks. An analytical

model has been developed to study the MAC throughput performance of co-existed LTE-

U and Wi-Fi networks, considering the asynchronous WiFi transmissions in a time slotted

MAC structure of LTE-U. By adaptively adjusting the MAC parameters, a certain level of

Wi-Fi protection can be achieved. Our design jointly considers the instantaneous channel

occupation conditions (i.e., on-going Wi-Fi transmissions) and the channel retrieving diffi-

culty for the LTE-U BSs, through which the harmony coexistence between LTE-U and Wi-Fi

systems on unlicensed spectrum is realized.

7.2 Future Research

In this section, we discuss three future research directions to our most interest.
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7.2.1 Cross-Layer CC Selection and (De)activation for CA-Based LTE-

A systems

According to Section 2.2, the dynamic CC management should consist of two levels. The

first level is the semi-dynamic CC selection/configuration, which determines the optimal

subset of CCs for a user to transmit on when the connection is established or reconfigured. It

usually takes place several minutes or even an hour apart. The other level is the dynamic CC

(de)activation function, which decides whether a UE should sleep on a particular assigned

CC in each TTI. It takes place every 1ms and can significantly reduce the power consumption

for the user terminal. In most existing literature, the second level is usually not considered.

Therefore, cross-layer strategies must be designed to make full use of the two-time-scale

dynamic CC management to optimize the target performance while saving as much power

as possible.

In such strategies, the CC (de)activation is carried out through MAC signalings after

the layer-3 CC configuration process and only the configured CCs can be (de)activated. In

each TTI, the optimal CC subset that should be deactivated is determined for each user.

For the best-effort users, the objective is to maximize the average user throughput; for the

users with minimal throughput requirements, the objective is to maximize the total/average

power saving while satisfying the QoS constraints. To determine the optimal subsets, pos-

sible thresholds can be derived. The users which exceed higher threshold can be assigned

with more CCs. The considered decision factors should involve the instantaneous cell load

conditions, the channel statistics of the wireless fadings, the service outrage probabilities,

etc.

7.2.2 Interference Management in “Green” HetNets with CA

Although dense deployment of HetNets has been recognized as a desirable and feasible so-

lution for increasing the network capacity and QoS provisioning, a large number of SBSs

account for high capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX). In ad-
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dition, a high volume of energy is required to power multiple SBSs in the cellular network,

which also results in more greenhouse gases and carbon footprints, besides the increased

energy costs. Therefore, one of the most critical issues in the next generation 5G wireless

network is to design and develop new green technologies to reduce the energy consumption

and costs of HetNets.

To this end, we intend to investigate the RRM problems in the context of green HetNets

with CA, where the MBSs are still powered by electricity grid while the small cells rely fully

or partially on the renewable energy sources such as solar and wind. But unlike traditional

energy supply, green energy sources are by nature sustainable in the long term yet are vari-

able and unstable in the short term, as the energy harvesting process is highly dependent on

the charging environment, i.e., the weather, the geo-location, and the time. Thus, the primary

goal of RRM in green HetNets transits from optimizing the network performance to optimiz-

ing the network sustainability. Analytical models need to be developed to characterize the

charging dynamics of the SBSs and resource allocation strategies need to be designed based

on the charging statistics.

7.2.3 Traffic Balancing between Licensed Spectrum to Unlicensed spec-

trum

The LTE-U traffic balancing is subject to the unlicensed regulations thus presenting unique

features. Traffic balancing in LTE-U context should take into consideration the user activities

from other independent unlicensed systems in order to protect their performance. Due to

LBT features, one LTE-U small cell may not be able to occupy the unlicensed spectrum for

a certain period even if it is needed by LTE-U users. Hence, the LTE-U performance in

unlicensed bands are time-varying and heavily dependent on other systems channel access

activities. Consequently, a dilemma arises: on one hand, LTE-U small cell tends to assign

more users to the unlicensed spectrum to reduce interference to the macrocell users; on the

other hand, user performance on the unlicensed spectrum varies a lot, thus making it hard to
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provision QoS guarantee. Therefore, tradeoffs need to be made therein to provide LTE users

with optimized traffic dispatch over different bands.
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